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Students
weigh in
on voting

Elections sweep BC campus

By Merritt Holloway
Reporter
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Gov. Jerry Brown visits Bakersfield College campus to promote the Proposition 30 initiative that will fund all levels of public education.
Brown was accompanied by a group of supporters including SGA President Danitza Romo and State Senator Michael J. Rubio.

Governor visits BC, encourages a ‘yes’ vote on Prop. 30
By Martin Chang
Opinions and Features Editor
Gov. Jerry Brown spoke on the Bakersfield College campus Oct. 23 in
support of Proposition 30.
In his speech, Brown told California’s voters the choice they have this
election.

“It’s really a stark question here,”
he said. “Are you for the schools? Do
you want to put money in? This is second grade arithmetic, billions in the
schools, or billions out of the schools.
“There is no compromise. You vote
for Proposition 30, you know you’re
getting six to eight billion dollars
pumped into California schools to help

our school kids and make our state better. If you vote no, they take out six
million, it’s that simple.”
Brown also told voters that Proposition 30 and the issue of education
funding goes beyond usual politics.
“You vote for a politician, maybe
he changes his mind, you don’t know
what you’re getting,” he said. “This is

not about elected officials or politicians or Sacramento or Washington,
it’s about you, the students of California. It’s about families. It’s about
teachers. It’s about California having
the educational opportunity that built
this state in the first place.”
Brown’s stop in Bakersfield was
Please see BROWN, Page 4

Students
react to Gov.
Brown’s visit

Local grocer
thinks Prop.
37 good idea

By Esteban Ramirez
Sports Editor
After Gov. Jerry Brown talked to
students at Bakersfield College about
Proposition 30, most BC students appreciated that Brown took some time
to come to BC and talk to the students,
and left more assured about Proposition 30.
“I think it’s cool that he’s talking
to our school and to show what we
need to vote to increase our school,”
said Ashley Roberts, a liberal studies
major. “It’s great that he’s going to tell
us what this prop is because some students have no idea.
“It’s great that he chose our college to say the things that he needs

More than 40 percent of Bakersfield College students polled over the past two weeks
said they would vote for Barack Obama in
the Nov. 6 presidential election. Mitt Romney received 23 percent of the votes.
Ron Paul received four votes, while
governor of Wisconsin and Libertarian
nominee Gary Johnson and Jill Stein of the
Green Party each received one vote.
An informal survey of 280 students was
conducted to see who students were voting
for in this election.
Many of the student comments were varied, and some of the people polled were polarized in their choices, or non-choices.
The question was asked: “Whom do you
plan to vote for in the 2012 presidential
election?” The results are as follows:
Obama received 113 votes, or 40.4 percent of the total votes, and Romney received 66 votes, or 23 percent.
Forty-eight students were undecided,
43 are not voting, while nine chose not to
disclose. Four students chose to vote for
themselves.
Pre-medical student Carmen Alvarez
said she had been exploring some blogging
sites and heard that Obama doesn’t really
help the community colleges; however, she
heard that Romney is really not trying to
help the colleges.
“Everything he [Obama] said he was going to do four years ago, he did,” said Alvarez. “He said he was going to get the troops
out of Iraq. He did that.”
Child development major Tina Natividad
agreed. She said she saw the televised debates.
Please see PRESIDENT, Page 4
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Gov. Jerry Brown’s appearance to discuss Proposition 30 and its affects on BC drew in a crowd.
to say, and I think it will give us more
information regarding it,” said Maria
Heredia, who’s majoring in child development.
BC student Tyler Samora, undeclared major, explained that it was
great that someone in politics is coming to talk about the proposition.

“I think it’s a good thing,” said Samora. “If more people in politics would
spend more time with the average man
then they will know what they’re going
through, and it will help them make
their decisions for our economy and
for everyone. The fact that he came
down here shows that he pays close at-

tention to the average person.
“I was really glad that so many
people in a position of power also supported it because when those people
support it they can get the word out,
and get more people educated so they
vote on 30 to get it passed.
Please see REACTION, Page 4

Rally held to inform
students on Prop. 30
By Patricia Rocha
Editor in Chief
An informational rally was held in the
free speech area on Oct. 25 to discuss the
affects Proposition 30 would have on Bakersfield College.
Speakers urged students to vote yes on
the proposition, as it would mean a loss of
funds this college would need to operate

going into next year if it fails.
“If Proposition 30 does not pass, BC will
be facing severe financial difficulties, which
may result in programs being cut, professors being laid off, and fewer students being
able to enroll in class,” said student government president Danitza Romo.
Faith in Action volunteer Daniel Landeros also spoke at the rally.
Please see RALLY, Page 4
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Music major Hannah Dimolfetto holds a “Yes on 30” sign
at the Yes on Proposition 30 rally Oct. 25.

By Omar Oseguera
Photo and Multimedia Editor
One of the most controversial topics in
the upcoming elections is that of Proposition 37. The proposition would demand all
companies using genetically engineered
food to label their product as genetically
engineered.
Controversy around this topic resides in
what its true purpose is. Some say it is all a
scam by a lawyer wanting to make money
off of the big food companies. Others say
that those big companies are sending out
that propaganda themselves, using millions
of dollars to make sure it doesn’t pass, because they don’t want people to know what
is behind genetically engineered foods.
Bakersfield native and local food market
owner Chuck Naus feels that Proposition
37 should pass.
“Yes on 37 is a grassroots effort to just
very simply [have] our foods labeled properly,” began Naus. “Right now our foods
[being sold] are not disclosing what items
are in the food that are genetically modified.”
Naus also believes that what the “No on
37” campaign says is untrue.
“That’s all this really is about; it’s not
about special interest groups,” explained
Naus.
“If you really want to boil it down to that,
every political decision is fueled by special
Please see PROP 37, Page 4
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Nerds unite at
Comic-Con ‘12
By Robin Shin
Photographer
Nearly a year after the last
convention, the Bakersfield
Comic Convention was back at
the DoubleTree Hotel for the
fifth time. Attendees of all ages
came to see the various comic
vendors, artists and merchandise
provided by the convention. The
fee was seven dollars to enter,
but discounts were given to those
dressed up in a costume.
There were attendees who had
come back to the convention and
there were attendees who were
there for their very first time.
Melinda Stumpf, 20, a Bakersfield College student, was one
of the attendees who came to the
convention dressed up as a character from “Vocaloids” named
Hatsune Miku. When asked if
this was her first time to attend
the convention, she answered,
“No, I’m a veteran...I was here
when [the convention] first started.”
Shelby Chapman, 11, a student
from Bill Williams Elementary
School went to the convention
for the first time and dressed up
as a character from “Vocaloids”
named Len Kagamine. “It’s fun
being here,” said Chapman.
Chapman stated that she
learned about the convention
through her friends but due to
conflict in timing came to the
convention with her family instead.
Christopher and Erika Garcia,
who are both 28 and married
to each other, came to the convention for their first time and
dressed up as characters from the
show “Adventure Time.” Christopher was dressed up as Finn
while Erika was dressed up as
Princess Bubblegum. Their child
Lila Garcia, 5, was dressed up as
a mermaid. When asked what
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Attendees look at memorabilia and navigate their way through the many booths at this year’s Bakersfield Comic-Con.
robin shin / The Rip

Dylan Sullivan, 12, as the
11th Doctor in “Dr. Who.”
they liked about the convention
the couple stated that they loved,
“Artwork, cosplay, everything,
and the overall general geekery.”
There were those who attended
the convention as a professional
deal, such as model/cosplayer,
Ivy Doomkitty, 26.
“I go to all comic book conventions,” said Ivy.
Ivy stated that she is a friend
of Steve Wyatt, the man who had
set up the convention. She said
that the perks of the Bakersfield
Comic Convention was that it
was close to Los Angeles and
also stated, “I really like the setup of the show, a lot actually.”
While there were many vendors at the convention ranging
from local game stores to local artists, there was a single
small fan-made booth. Amanda
Moore, 21, had attended BakAnime in the summer but this
convention was the first time
for her to sell her own products.
Moore draws her own art and fan
art and had made them into buttons, bookmarks and cell phone
charms for her booth.
“The cartoony side of more
comics,” is how she stated her

art, “appeal to younger audiences more to get their attention.”
Moore also stated that her art is
more colorful than most comics, which are more towards the
bland side. Moore hoped that
in the future days of the conventions, there would be vendors
who would vary themselves with
products and not only limit themselves with “stacks of the same
comics.” She also stated that she
would like to see more vendors,
such as herself, selling more fanmade products and art.
The convention was not only
a place for people that sold
products or dressed up, there
were also indie comic book artists attending to promote their
work. Erwin Ledford, 27, is a
Bakersfield native comic book
artist who started his indie comics with a mini comic. He had
attended the Alternative Press
Expo, which is an indie comic
book artists only convention that
was held in San Francisco earlier
in October. Ledford also promotes his work during First Friday to establish himself and meet
people who care about his work.
The convention also featured
not only local, but famous comic
artists.
Tone Rodriguez, 46, is best
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Colonel Claw being lowered down the rope to rappel at the Over The Edge event.

Fundraising takes a leap Over The Edge
By Hannah Breeland
Reporter
Bakersfield residents were
given the opportunity to rappel
down a building for charity. In
an event called Over The Edge,
participants rappelled off Stockdale Tower on 5060 California
Ave. on Oct. 26-27, all of the
proceeds went to Boy Scouts of
America.
The Southern Sierra Council,
BSA, put on the event, along
with Over The Edge USA which
is a special events company that
provides a different fundraising
opportunity. OTE is behind rappelling events all over Canada
and the US.
Participants were invited to
raise pledges in exchange for the
once-in-a-lifetime experience of
going over the edge of a local
building. Cindy Basham, assistant to BSA president, went into
detail over the decision.
“The point of the OTE is that
it’s off of the tallest building in
your city,” said Basham. “That’s
why we chose the Stockdale
Tower.”
The building is 176 feet, 12
stories tall. To participate in the
event, each “edger” had to raise

$1,000 in their name for BSA.
Participants had to be at least 14
with parental consent for minors
and every edger had to sign a
waiver.
“There were a few people who
just wrote a check on the spot,”
said Carolyn Zullo, marketing
specialist for BSA. “Others had
been raising money for a couple
months. We had a total of 34 edgers, and of course the rope volunteers participated, so about 40.
“We contacted the owner of
Stockdale Tower, Teri Moreland,
if we could do the event at his
building,” said Zullo.
“He agreed and in exchange
would have the opportunity to
rappel. Same with the scaffold
that needed to be built on the roof
since it is not flat but has a wall
making it impossible for people
to repel because they would need
to climb up and our OTE technicians couldn’t oversee the safety,
so in exchange for the scaffold
they received slots to rappel.”
OTE technician Vince Hesley’s job was strapping everyone
into their gear.
“I can tell when people are
nervous and I reassure people
during the whole process,” said
Hesley.

Hesley also monitored the
rope volunteers.
Scott Deputy, the OTE technician on the roof, hooked up the
edgers and talked them through
the whole process. While monitoring the participants as they
descended, he would give encouragement.
“This is safer than people
think and I’ve done this at greater heights,” said Deputy.
Bashan discussed how the
funds raised would help the
BSA.
“The money is going to camping equipment, hiking gear for
our boys,” said Bashan.
“We try our best to keep them
active and away from the games.
To get them outdoors it’s harder
with Internet, TV, video games
and all those hand-held game
devices.”
“I’m at least not the oldest guy
out here,” said participant Danny
Dane. “There’s a 78-year-old doing it too. My wife talked me into
it. I’m not that great with heights
so I’m not looking forward to it
like my wife is.
“I think if the bird (condors
mascot) can rappel off the building then I should be able to,” said
Dane laughing.
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Albert Ruvalcaba, 24, attended this year’s Bakersfield Comic-Con dressed as a brown
wolf. His Fursona, or personality, is named Li’l Melon.
known for his work for Bongo
Comics, which covers “The
Simpsons” and “Futurama” comics. Rodriguez has attended the
Bakersfield Comic Convention
since 2008, and as much as the
attendance of the convention has
increased since then, he hopes
that in the future there would be
more to come.

Steve Wyatt, the man who
started the Bakersfield Comic
Convention, stated that in the
first year they had nearly 400
attendees and as the years went
by it increased by hundreds until
last year where they hit around
750 attendees. This year he has
estimated that the convention has
received around 900 attendees.

As much as Wyatt would like
to make the convention bigger,
he said that the town is not big
enough to support a bigger convention than it already is.
“It’s doing great, has a steady
flow of attendees,” stated Wyatt as the convention eventually
came to an end.
It’s all about having fun.”
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Column

Don’t let
heels ruin
your sexy
outfit
WORTHWHILE STYLE | The

Rip’s editor in chief and resident shoe addict discusses
the lost art of dressing for
your own style.

Every year Halloween confronts us with the things we
most fear. Spiders, clowns
and tights
pretending
to be pants
all make the
list for me,
but I know
for many
women my
Patricia Rocha
favorite
thing in the world strikes fear
into their hearts and feet: high
heels.
This Halloween I know
I will see a woman who decides to go the sexy route
with a tiny costume and stilettos, and while I’m normally
all about modesty and classiness, I make an exception for
this holiday.
If you have the confidence
to step out of your comfort
zone once a year to have a
little risqué fun, I’m all for it.
What I don’t support is wearing heels when you’re not
used to doing so.
Please do not be that woman in the killer outfit that is
walking around like a baby
giraffe because she can’t walk
in her shoes.
If I had a nickel for every
time I wore heels and someone asked, “How do you walk
in those?” I’d own a pair of
Louboutins by now.
The only response I have is
practice.
I’ve been wearing heels
regularly since my sophomore year of high school, so I
know what kind of shoes I’m
comfortable with and how I
have to carry myself when I
wear them.
I cannot stress enough the
word “comfortable.”
If you have never worn a
pair of heels in your life and
find no interest in doing so,
don’t.
There are plenty of fashionable flat options out there
with strappy sandals, loafers
and boots.
If you want to buy heels
just to set them around your
bedroom as decoration because they’re just so dang
pretty, I have a high-five with
your name on it.
If you are going to wear
heels, however, there are some
things you should know.
Don’t drink and walk. Alcohol will impair your balance and motor skills and
even if you’ve been wearing
heels for years, accidents can
happen.
Consider this my public service announcement:
Friends don’t let friends roll
their ankles.
Always bring back-up
shoes whenever possible.
Another tip to remember
is that ramps are not your
friends.
You’re already walking at
an angle because of the heel,
and going up and down another one is too much of a
geometric nightmare for your
feet to handle.
Stairs, elevators or a buddy
willing to give you a piggyback ride are your best alternatives.
Once you get the hang
of them, heels are fantastic.
They improve your posture,
strengthen your leg muscles
and flatter all body types.
If there’s one thing you really have to get used to, it’s
the attention you’ll get.
You will make a sound with
every step you take and people will look at you like you
have a face tattoo.
It happens. Embrace it.
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Harden customized famous cars
By Esteban Ramirez
Sports Editor

As a kid growing up in an orphanage and then running away
from that orphanage, Red Harden, owner of Carriage Masters,
didn’t know what he would end
up doing, but it all changed when
he came across a custom car.
“I was raised in an orphanage
and ran away when I was 12,” he
said. “I’ve been on my own ever
since and ended up going to New
York. I lived underneath the subways in New York and Central
Park.
“Then just traveled around the
United States trying to figure out
what I wanted to do, and then I
came up across a custom car one
time and I thought, ‘dang, that’s
beautiful.’ I always loved cars,
and wanted to come to California
to work on them.”
Harden helped customize cars
such as the original Batmobile,
the Dodge Charger from “The
Dukes of Hazzard,” the original Kit car, the Coffin Car from
“The Munsters” and the Silhouette, but at the time, Harden had
no idea how famous these cars
would become.
“When I was working on those
cars, I didn’t think too much of
it,” he said. “The studios don’t
tell you that these cars are going
to be really famous. Like “The
Dukes of Hazzard” or Kit cars,
I didn’t think that they would
be famous. You just don’t have
a clue that those cars are going
to be so iconic, and make such
an impact on the world. I don’t
think there is anyone in the world
that doesn’t know what those two
cars are.
“I look back on it now, and
I’ve had such an opportunity to
work on so many famous cars,
but back when you’re doing it
you think it’s just a job. You’re
proud to get a job, and proud to
do work for the studios.”
He added that his favorite car
that he worked on was “The
Dukes of Hazzard” car because
it’s so memorable.
Harden left the orphanage because he disliked being there and
ran away over 30 times before
finally going to New York.
He started off working for Bill
Blalock, a customizer in Burbank, when he was 12 years old
that got him started as a customizer.
“I got the job when I was 12,
even though, I told him I was 18,
but he told me I couldn’t even
sweep his floors,” he said. “So, I
told him ‘if you don’t like how I
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Although Harden has stepped away from the movie industry, he continues to work on his personal collection of cars. Harden
poses next to his 1948 Memphis Coup, which he is in the process of restoring at his collision repair shop Carriage Masters.
sweep your floors then you don’t
have to pay me,’ and he hired
me.”
He added that within a few
weeks he started working with
him personally and asked him
questions about how and why
he did some of the things, so he
taught Harden the trade.
“I worked with him for four
years, and then one day he just
fired me. He told me I need to
be on my own, so he rented me
a building and brought me a car
to work on.
“He started to ship me more
and more work, and it took off
from there. That’s how I got into
it, and then I met my partner Bill
Cushenberry,” he said. “I thought
I knew everything, but this guy
taught me so much. It was unreal. We became partners and together we built some really nice
cars.”
He explained that when he was
seven one of his teachers told
him that he was going to end up
in prison, so that stuck with him,
and drove him to be successful.
“That puts a lot of drive in you.
To where you think, ‘you know
what? That lady doesn’t know
my future.’ You just can’t let
anyone tell you that you can’t do
something or be what you want
to be. I think that’s what gave me

a lot of drive.
“You also have to have a passion of what you want to do. It’s
really the old saying that even a
blind squirrel can find an acorn.
You have to have a drive where
you want to turn a car into a
piece of jewelry. Anything I’ve
ever worked on I’ve never been
satisfied. If you ever get to a
point in your life where you
think something is perfect, but
really nothing is ever perfect,
and that’s what keeps you on top
of your game.”
He explained that before he
got to working on cars he never
knew what he wanted to do as a
career.
“I always had a passion for
cars, but until I actually got to
work on them, that’s what got
me thinking that this would be
good for me.”
He moved to Bakersfield after meeting his wife and started
his own collision repair shop on
Rosedale.
“Basically, I get to do my own
stuff for me,” he said. “We know
what it takes to put a car back
on the road at the best it can be,
and I think that’s something we
have over many shops. Going
from that field to this field is like
night and day. I used to get some
people coming in and telling me

Red Harden sketches out ideas after work for future
projects. He is holding a sketch of a Gypsy dune buggy.
that their car isn’t running right,
and if I could take a look at it,
so my wife and I got to talking
and thought why don’t we open
a collision repair shop. Now we
have one of the largest ones in
the nation.”
He added that something he
would like to do is to take some
of the cars he’s worked on to
some high schools to show how

they used to go about working
on those cars.
“I just want to make sure that
these kids never give up on their
dreams,” he said. “You can be
anything you want to be. We
live in America.
“Do whatever you want to do
in your life, but do it to the best
of your ability, and believe you
will succeed.”

Blues musicians jam
with public at Trouts
By Luis Garcia
Photographer
Everyone gets the blues every
now and then, and when you got
them, the best thing you can do
is get them off your chest. If you
need an opportunity, everyone
at the Kern River Blues Society
would love to hear about it.
The blues society meets every second and third Saturday of
the month at Rockwell’s Trout’s
on North Chester Avenue for a
blues jam session from 2-8 p.m.
Their purpose is to nurture and
grow the blues. The sessions offer a chance to perform without
constraints and commitments of
a proper band; to play for the
sake of playing and to revisit the
style of music which is the foundation to many styles of music,
predominately rock ‘n’ roll, in a
communal fashion. In the iPod
era, where music has become
more personalized than ever, the
public jam can feel like an authentic cultural coup.
The Blackboard stage at
Trout’s provides the necessary
equipment for musicians to express their inner most emotions
through waves of amplified
sound.
“People just show up with
their sticks, plug in their guitars
and start playing,” said John
Cameron, guitarist and jam master for the afternoon.
Cameron said the jam session is open to the public, but
is limited to those 21 and over.
The process to play is informal.

All it takes is to sign in on a registration sheet set atop a dimly
lit table, and once your name is
called it’s your turn to take the
stage. Each performer is allowed
to play four songs at a time.
“We try to get two guitars, a
drummer, a bass, and harmonica
and get them up there in the order they came in the door and
we’ll call them up randomly, unless they specifically ask to play
with certain individuals. They
get four songs and we rotate out
the next guys on the list. When
we’re done with the list then it’s
just whoever wants to go up there
and play,” Cameron said.
A core group of 50 musicians
run through classics and original
compositions. Many bands have
formed as a result of playing together during the six-hour long
jam session.
Established bands also have
the chance to crash the jam and
work out kinks to their set list in
front of an audience before heading out to a gig that same night.
Ray Mendenhall, bass player
for local dance band The Usual
Suspects, doesn’t attend jams
too often due to his busy gig
schedule, but was convinced by
a friend to make it out whenever
he had a free weekend.
“You never know what you’re
going to get,” said Mendenhall.
“You might get some really good
players, you might get some
beginners, but that’s just pretty
much a roll of the dice type of
deal. That’s what makes it fun.
You get all kinds of different
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From left, Smitty, Bob Townley, Ray Mendenhall, and John Cameron jam on Oct. 20 at
Rockwell’s Trout’s located at 805 N. Chester Ave. They play Delta and Chicago blues.
players and no one is tripping on
nobody and there’s no expectation level.”
Beth Selzam founded the society in November of 2009, after
voicing her intention of starting
the group while serving on the
board of the annual CSUB BTown Blues Festival.
“I asked the people in the
room, ‘who here would support
a blues society in Kern County?’
Everyone raised their hands and
that was the impetus I needed to
go forward,” Selzam said.
The event’s popularity has led
Selzam to add a monthly jam
session at the Kernville Saloon
in Kernville, on the first Saturday of each month. She believes
the jams are an ideal location for
musicians and vocalists to network and learn from one another
no matter where you are at in
your skill level.
“A lot of styles of the blues
are represented by our member-

Bob Townley and Smitty play a serene groove on Oct. 20.
The Society will celebrate its third anniversary in Nov. 17.
ship, and it stretches them as
musicians to learn a new style
that they haven’t played before
which helps them become more
versatile with their playing,” said
Selzman. “We encourage beginners to pros. That is our philosophy, because if you’re an old
timer you can mentor to a new
person to a new genre and instru-

ment.”
Membership to the society is
$10 a year and gives members
priority for the jam sessions.
Nov. 17 marks the KRBS third
year anniversary and will celebrate by having a potluck and
jam session at Trout’s. The public is invited to attend and enjoy
a night of blues.
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BC professors express importance of vote
By Omar Oseguera
Photo and Multimedia Editor
With the elections coming up
this November, Bakersfield College professors spoke on voting, it’s importance, and what it
means for students.
Steven Holmes, professor of
political science at BC, felt that
voting is always important.
“Elections are the essential
component of any true Democracy,” explained Holmes. “It gives
people the opportunity to voice
their opinions and concerns and
to choose those individuals that
they wish to govern them.”
BC Philosophy Department
chair Reggie Williams also gave
his take on the importance of
voting.
“I think voting is one aspect of
being informed,” said Williams.
“Voting is an activity, an action.
Usually when we do things, rather than just talk about them, it
forces us to really think through
on a deeper level what we believe. So I take voting to be the
kind of activity where it channels
us, it focuses us and it makes us

actually think through our views
on politics and social issues.”
Williams also believed that
although voting gives people a
voice and a role in shaping society, voting also forces people to,
“a new level of seriousness on
[their] thinking.”
The voting process itself is
fairly quick, but there are a variety of things on the California
ballot to consider, such as 11
propositions, state senator, state
representative, member of the
state Assembly, Board of Education member and of course, the
president and vice president.
With all of these things to vote
on, both state and national, some
may wonder whether they are
equally important.
Holmes and Williams elaborated on whether voting for one
thing would be more important
than another.
“On one hand I think there’s a
clear sense in which it’s the local
issues that are probably more important because of the numbers,”
explained Williams.
“Your one vote on a local
level counts for a much bigger

percentage, even though it’s still
small. There is a much bigger
say in respect to the local scene.
“On the other hand, if the local issues are fairly unique to the
region, then the other side of it
is that the national level or state
level are more important because
they affect that many more people. At the end of the day I think
they are both very important.”
Holmes continued on the subject.
“I think voting for both candidates and propositions carry
equal weight,” said Holmes.
“The propositions that are appearing on our ballots are there
because the people you have
elected most likely haven’t done
their job. Therefore it is giving
people the opportunity to have
the final say on if that is the type
of law they wish to live by.”
Holmes proceeded to break
down the rise in propositions.
“We’ve seen an increase in the
number of propositions over the
last 40 years,” said Holmes. “If
you go back into the ‘30s, ‘40s
and ‘50s, you would only find
maybe two or three propositions

on a ballot at any given time.
“Today you are seeing maybe
7-10 propositions. Part of that is
that we may have a legislature
that is not necessarily getting
the work done, so the people of
America turn the initiative to
have the final say.
“Both have a very serious impact on our lives,” he said.
In the voting world, there are
always those who feel passionately about voting, and those
who don’t do it, don’t care, or are
unaware of the issues. The latter
seems to apply to most young
adults, like college students.
“The fact of the matter is that
an 18-25 year old [doesn’t] look
deep enough into the effects of
policies and understand the impacts they have in our lives, and
therefore it is just easier to reject
things,” said Holmes. “A lot of
things are taken care of in a protective environment for an 18-25
year old, so they don’t really face
the realities of life.
“Having to pay insurance,
huge water and electric bills,
having to pay health insurance
policies; all of this is regulated

by government yet they haven’t
experienced most of that because
they live in a somewhat protected
environment.”
Williams also gave his view
on the subject, describing reasons why young people may be
so distanced from voting.
“I think the reason a lot of
people don’t vote is this sense of
‘what’s the point?’ and ‘it doesn’t
matter,’ and given the numbers,
that’s one way we can think
about it,” said Williams. “Also,
things may seem really screwed
up no matter who’s in office, that
sort of thing.
“I totally understand those
points, but now, for instance
with Prop. 30, I think we are seeing really literally how different
things can go.”
Holmes concluded with his
personal view on how politics
work.
“I think the general idea is that
politics is a game, life is a game,”
he said. “If you don’t show up
you have no chance of winning,
and if you show up underprepared you’re probably going to
get beat.”

president:
Student body
gives voting
opinions
Continued from Page 1
“When Obama was asked why
should I vote for you again,” she
said. “he said, ‘everything I said
back then I did it,’ and that’s why
he wants to be re-elected president.”
Nursing student Jacqueline
Studer is voting for Romney.
She said he holds the values
that made this country, which
Studer believes means that the
power is in the hands of the people, not the government.
She feels that under Obama’s
watch the federal government is
too controlling.
“I want to have the power to
make my own choices and not so
many laws,” said Studer.
“Honestly, I don’t believe Barack is going to direct us in the
way this country was made, so
I’m voting for someone that is
more like Reagan, and that’s why
I support Mitt Romney.”
Psychology major Gregorio
Linayao said he would vote for
Romney because he has reasoning, and he has facts, but not
just fact talk.
“He has a really good point
of view for America,” Linayao
said.
“Romney could be a slingshot.
He could make America go back
to what it was again like five or
10 years ago.”
Child development major Antionette Downing is skeptical
about the future of the country
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if the Republicans take the presidency.
“If Romney wins, he’s going
to cut all the benefits that help
people like SSI, welfare and
preschool,” said Downing. “All
that’s going to go away if he
wins.”
Second year architecture student Karissa Garcia is voting for
Gary Johnson for president.
“It’s basically the party that
wants as much freedom as possible and a smaller government,”
said Garcia. “That’s what people
want.
Nobody realizes that he’s even
running for president.

“He’s not a Republican or a
Democrat, and he’s not in the
debates.”
Nursing student Miranda Cramer and music major Benjamine
Montoya both are not voting.
“Our vote doesn’t mean anything because the Electoral College is the determining factor,”
Cramer said.
“So I don’t intend to vote.”
Montoya said, “The country
needs to be run like a country
and not like a business.”
General education major
Marabit Nash said he is neither
political, nor voting for either
candidate.

Brown: Governor makes a stop
at BC, pushes for Prop. 30 votes
Continued from Page 1
part of a two-week tour of California promoting Proposition 30. After his Bakersfield stop, he left for
Fresno.
Brown spoke to around 150 students, faculty and citizens in the
courtyard next to the administration
building. Groups of people were
holding “Yes on 30” signs, including some faculty. When Brown first
stepped up to the podium, the gathered people clapped and screamed.
Brown opened his speech by
holding up a “Yes on Prop. 30”
sign and saying, “I’ll put this sign
out here just so everybody gets the
idea. It’s yes on 30 right?” This
comment also elicited a response
from the crowd.
Many other figures of Bakersfield’s community and education
system spoke in favor of Proposition 30, such as state Sen. Michael
Rubio, the president of the United
Farm Workers Arturo Rodriguez,
and chancellor of the Kern Community College District Sandra
Serrano.
Rubio, who started his higher education at BC, believes that the vote
on Proposition 30 is important.
“There is no greater election than
this one coming up,” he said.
“Because I was a student here

not too long ago, I know the direct
impacts.”
Brown was asked what his response is to critics of Proposition
30 that say that the money is already in Sacramento and that the
proposition has no guarantee of going to community colleges.
He responded by saying that advertising campaigns by opponents
of Proposition 30 are inaccurate.
“They have an ad that says that
Proposition 30 will increase tax on
gasoline,” he said.
“Untrue, a complete falsehood,
and when people lie on one topic,
you got to be suspicious on everything else they say.”
He then explained exactly how
he believes Proposition 30 works.
“When I prepared the budget last
year, I could have added another
six billion dollars in cuts, or I could
hope that people in California would
vote for a tax,” he explained.
“I couldn’t get the legislator because I couldn’t get the Republican
votes, so I went out and got a million signatures to put Proposition
30 on the ballot. I included 30 as
passing as part of my budget. Now
the trouble is that if it doesn’t pass,
we have these trigger cuts that take
out the six billion. So this is a matter of on or off.”

He said whichever one is selected, there is a system behind
them.
“All they are is an image,” said
Nash. “The system is still corrupt, so all they can do is stay
true to the system.
“If there is something they
don’t want to fix, they’re going
to keep it that way.
“They’ll fix it to an extent, but
the thing is to keep us below.”
Communication
professor Helen Acosta is voting for
Obama for a second time.
She said that it is his worldview that informs all of the
choices that he makes.

“You can see that in all of his
policy choices,” said Acosta.
“He even makes policy choices that aren’t even helpful to him
as political choices.
“He has changed the situation
for LGBT Americans.”
Acosta said that Obama issued
an executive order that allows
current college dreamers to have
a pathway to citizenship and to
attend college.
“I know President Obama’s
moral compass,” said Acosta.
“You can see it in all the policy
choices he has made. I don’t see
a moral compass in any of Romney’s choices.”

rally:
Students
gather, get
informed
Continued from Page 1
“We are working tirelessly to
pass this proposition,” said
Landeros. “We want everybody to have the opportunity.
“It shouldn’t be people who
are in the higher income
brackets that get higher education. Everyone should
have the opportunity to have
a higher education.
“We need to make this
proposition pass if we want
to make social change.”
Performing Arts Department chair John Gerhold discussed the confusion some
voters have on the competing
initiatives on the ballot.
Both Proposition 30 and
Proposition 38 would raise
taxes for education, but both
cannot be enacted.
“If Prop. 30 and Prop. 38
were to pass, only one of
them could be enacted,” Gerhold said. “However, it’s also
important to note that Prop.
30 is the only one of the two
ballet initiatives that can,
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Joey Williams, far left, Leoneo Teran, left, Daniel
Landeros, right, and Pablo Serrano, far right, show
support for Proposition 30.
by statute, provide support to
higher education, which means
if Prop. 38 beats out Prop. 30,
the funds that it raises would
stay with K-12 and Pre-K education, and the budget cuts that
are looming for higher education would happen anyway,
even though people were paying more in taxes.
“If they both pass, the one
that passes by the widest margin is the one that would be
enacted.
“So it is essential that people
be aware of that relationship
and vote accordingly.”
Bakersfield City School
District Board of Education
trustee Andre Gonzalez also
spoke in support of the propo-

sition.
“I know firsthand that this
proposition is vital and the
outcome of this election is important,” he said.
“If Proposition 30 fails, it
would equate to a loss of 12
million dollars [to the] Bakersfield city school district. That’s
about 6 percent of our budget.
“We have to deal with the
reality that’s before us.
“We have to talk to our
friends and our fellow students
and all of the people in our
churches, and our neighbors,
we have to talk to them about
the reality of our state, and
what’s about to happen, what’s
inevitable, if Proposition 30
fails.”

reaction:
Brown’s visit
excites BC
students
Continued from Page 1
Luis Ledezma, electric engineering major, explained his
view on passing the proposition.
“After hearing what they said,
I’m pretty sure that Proposition 30 will help us a lot,”
Ledezma said. “I’m halfway
through my major so I hope it
passes because I’m a low-income student so I need some
support.
“I definitely agree with Gov.
Brown because it sounds like
Proposition 30 has good intentions, so I will definitely
vote yes on it.”
BC student Eugene Tapia,
political science major, commented that he would’ve liked
to see them go more into detail about it.
“I thought it was good, but I
thought it was very brief and
they didn’t go into detail,”
said Tapia. “They told us why
we should vote, and it’s a
good cause, but I thought they
could’ve done a better job of
explaining specifics about it.
“Overall, I thought it was a
worthy cause to fight for, and
it’s good to have the governor’s support.”
Danny Bell, campaign manager for congressional candidate Terry Phillips and former
BC student, commented on
Jerry Brown being at BC.
“I thought it was a positive
response to it, and I think BC
students care about the funding they’re going to get for
their programs,” said Bell. “It
was exciting to see the governor and to see him with such
energy.
“I thought he did a good job
giving information and answering questions about Prop.
30, so I thought it was great
that he came down.”

prop 37:
Store owner
gives opinion
on Prop. 37
Continued from Page 1
interest, but in this case it
truly is a legitimate grassroots
effort.
It doesn’t have a lot of money
behind it.”
The money behind Proposition 37 campaigns are mostly
seen on the “no” side.
Political advertisements show
lists of all the major companies who are against the
proposition, and smaller companies who are for it.
“Now it’s gotten ugly because you have huge corporations that aren’t even based
in California that are funding
the ‘No on 37’ campaign,
most notable is Monsanto,”
said Naus.
Another argument against
Proposition 37 is that it will
hurt grocers and lower class
citizens by causing a price
hike on goods.
Naus has a personal connection to this issue, because
he owns a small market in
downtown Bakersfield, Nature’s Food Market and Juice
Bar.
“They keep referring to the
fact that it’s going to cost a
lot of money to the grocers,
which I am a grocer,” said
Naus.
“I am also a health advocate, so I am stepping out of
my realm of profits and telling
people it’s more important to
know what you’re eating and
to know what’s making you
sick.
“If you’re eating something
that technically isn’t healthy
or fit for human consumption,
we need to know about it.”
Naus speculated as to why
there may be such a big effort
against the proposition.
“I truly believe that [the
reason for] this big-time funding [against Proposition 37] is
coming from the idea of banning [genetically engineered
foods],” said Naus.
“We are asking that you
just disclose.”
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New GET bus routes benefit students
By Daysi Meza
Reporter
In an effort to provide better service for the city
of Bakersfield, the Golden Empire Transit District
made significant changes to the bus schedules on
Oct. 7.
GET officials said the changes are expected to
benefit the Bakersfield community, especially college students.
The GET bus system has been planning these
changes for two years, with the main goals of
providing more frequent service along the busiest
routes and to save the district about $1 million a
year, which is about 4 percent of its budget, in order to be ready for future funding cuts.
Last year, GET conducted surveys to try to improve the bus service for the ridership at CSUB.
The results indicated that students wanted more ex-

press service, as well as weekend service. Therefore, providing frequent, weekend and evening
service was one of the top priorities in their list.
On one hand, some of the most beneficial changes consist of increasing the number of buses going
to Bakersfield College and CSUB.
In the past, route 17 Express, which runs from
Valley Plaza and downtown to BC, was only available until 6:30 pm., but now it is available at BC
at 10:30 pm, as well as on the weekends until 6:30
pm.
“I like it! I live close to BC and I work at the
mall, so now I only have to take the express to
BC since it runs seven days a week,” said Austin
Quinn, a BC student.
On the other hand, some people think that these
changes have had an overall negative impact in
their lives, as the new GET bus system has eliminated 376 individual stops, along with four routes,

and it has cut services to areas with low ridership.
Furthermore, with the new bus schedules everyone
has been forced to relearn the new bus routes since
now they do not have the same bus numbers, and
the destinations are different.
Despite of the confusion the new system has
caused among bus riders, most college students
agree that the changes in the bus schedules have
had an overall positive impact in their lives.
“For me, the bus changes are good because they
run later and every half an hour. It used to take me
an hour and half to get home, but now it only takes
me 45 minutes,” pointed out Randy Sarratt, another
BC student.
The GET bus system had not made any significant changes since 1987, and Bakersfield has expanded, therefore administrators felt it was about
time to make changes.
“We haven’t changed the routes for 25 years, and

Bakersfield has changed,” said Gina Hayden, the
marketing and business development manager.
“People need buses at different places, so it is
our responsibility to provide a better and efficient
service.
“In the past we have had a hub system: buses
circled back into the bus station all the time. But
now we have straightened out the routes, so people
can get to their destinations more easily.”
The first few days, everyone was confused about
the new bus numbers, routes and destinations, but
now people are getting used to the changes.
“Obviously, when you make a change people
are going to be confused, but now it is the third
week and people seem to be understanding it,” said
Hayden.
“We spent about two years working on this project and we found out that for about 70 percent of
customers, the system works better.”

BC Health Center to
screen for depression
By Omar Oseguera
Photo and Multimedia Editor
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A public safety officer attempts to extinguish the flames in the Campus Center bathroom.

Bathroom fire in Campus Center
By Merritt Holloway
Reporter
A fire began out in the Bakersfield College Campus Center’s
men’s restroom around 10:50
a.m. on Oct. 27.
First semester journalism student Kevin Phillips was in his
photojournalism class when he
had to go to the restroom.
“I opened the door and the
smoke hit me,” said Phillips. “It
was too much smoke, and really
too black to go into the bathroom.
I hurried and closed the door.”
He told his professor John
Harte. Harte assessed the situation and thought it was serious.
He immediately phoned public
safety and evacuated his class.
When public safety arrived,
one officer ran into the campus
center with a fire extinguisher while another evacuated a
conference room of high school
seniors involved in a presenta-

tion.
Moments later, as the two
classes and others were on the
lawn in front of the campus center, the Mount Vernon Fire Departments Engine Eight arrived
in full fire regalia. The firefighters entered into the cordoned off
area, and about two minutes later
returned to the truck.
According to firefighter Kyle
Cole, “It was just a trash can in
the bathroom.”
Shorty afterward, interim president Nan Gomez-Heitzeberg arrived at the Campus Center. She
was in her office working when
she received a text message
about the fire.
“I’m doing good,” said
Gomez-Heitzeberg. “But I was
doing better before I found out
we had a fire here on campus.
“That was a kind of exciting break in my morning,” said
Gomez-Heitzeberg. “I’d rather
not have those.”

She said there was going to be
an arson investigation.
Phillips, who initially found
the fire, said, “It smelled like it
may have been electrical, so I just
immediately left the bathroom
and brought it to the instructors
attention so that we could stop it
before it got worse.”
Phillips was about to pull the
fire alarm, but “in about thirty
seconds [public safety] were
right here.”
The public safety officer told
Phillips that if he needed to pull
the fire alarm to get everybody
out safely don’t hesitate to pull it,
or if there’s a fire on campus, to
go ahead and pull the fire alarm.
Harte explained that he was
just following the campus protocol.
“It took about a couple of minutes to evacuate the class,” he
said. “That was my primary concern. To make sure it doesn’t get
over into our classroom.”

California ShakeOut overall success
By Merritt Holloway
Reporter
In less than 17 minutes, Bakersfield College, The Kern
Community College District
downtown headquarters, and
the Delano Campus reported
their buildings had safely been
evacuated, according to Amber
Chiang, public relations and
marketing director for BC.
The scheduled great California ShakeOut took place at 10:18
a.m. on Oct. 18. Chiang thought
the overall exercise “absolutely”
was a success, and the evacuation time was “quicker than last
year.” Practice exercises like
the ShakeOut evacuation gives
the college a chance to refine its
emergency procedures.
“When it’s not a real emergency, it’s not a real situation,” said
Chiang. “There’s not something
going wrong. It’s practice so you
can figure out what happened.”
The only real glitch Chaing
felt was related to the drop, cover
and hold for two minutes, saying that it was a communication
challenge synchronizing the exact start of the exercise, and that
“some folks mixed up the signal,
and evacuated instead of dropping, covering and holding on.”
The alarms went on at 10:20
a.m. and they went off at 10:37.
She said that is how long it took
for every building to report in,
adding that Agriculture took the
longest simply because how far
away it is.

Once everyone is evacuated
and accounted, Chaing said
each building must send a runner to physically go to the incident command center, a secretly
located room in the library, and
report all clear. “That took 17
minutes, and after that we shut
the alarms off and let everybody
go back to their buildings.”
Chiang said they also checked
for gas and water leaks as well
as made sure all the maintenance
facilities and operations were
functioning correctly.
“There are other things, as we
constantly practice, we realize we
need to do this specifically with
our incident command system,”
said Chiang. “We may need to
do something a little bit differently. Add a new element to try
and make things work better.”
Chiang said there would still be
fire drills in different buildings,
on different days, and at different times during the semester, so
students can practice evacuations
from the various buildings they
might be in during the course of
their education.
“It’s a needed thing and people get grumpy and grouchy,”
said Chiang. “But we all realize
the benefit of it when something
happens, and students know
how to get out of their building
safely.”
Music major Richard McAuliffe thought it was disruptive
and intruded on his instructional
time. He was in an ear training
class when the exercise began.

“We lost 30 minutes of class
that we probably could have
had,” said McAuliffe. “I got a
message on my cell phone and
my voice mail. It’s amazing how
they notify us. They don’t need
to send me a text, call me, leave a
voice mail, and an email. I think
an email is sufficient.
“It’s kind of annoying that we
still have to do this in college,”
said McAuliffe. “We’ve been
doing this every year from kindergarten to high school, once a
month and this is really ridiculous.”
Veterinary Technician Naomi Robinson thought it was a
“pretty good practice drill.” She
thinks it’s important for everyone to know what to do when an
emergency situation comes.
“It was fun,” said Robinson. “I
like leaving class, but I couldn’t
get all my work done.”
She was glad they had the exercise.
Architecture student Karissa
Garcia was in the cafeteria when
the exercise commenced. She
said someone told them to get
out, and that a fire drill was in
progress.
Garcia didn’t mind at first,
thinking it would only be 10
minutes or less since it wasn’t
real, “but it took almost 30 minutes.
“I think it’s a good thing to
do,” said Garcia. “Because it really could happen, but because it
[was] not real, I think it was too
long.”

On Nov. 15, the Bakersfield
College Student Health and
Wellness Center will be holding
screening tests on campus for
depression. These tests will help
determine if a student needs
further help, but students will
not be diagnosed on the spot.
The event will be taking place
along with The Great American
Smoke Out, which encourages
smokers to make a plan to quit
smoking.
BC Behavioral Health intern
Nicholle Gomez gave specifics
on the importance of attending
the screening.
“It is important that students
not only keep their bodies in
good health, but also keep their

mental health in check,” said
Gomez.
“Once recognized, depression is a treatable illness. This
screening will help students
identify signs of depression and
guide them through treatment
options.”
The screenings are free and
confidential. Students attending
will complete a brief screening
questionnaire, and speak oneon-one with a mental health
professional.
All of this can be done without an appointment.
“Students will be given educational resources to take home,
a list of local resources where
treatment and other services are
available,” said Gomez.
Further mental health counseling with a licensed therapist

will also be offered at the Student Health and Wellness Center as appropriate.
Gomez identified factors that
could lead to depression for college students.
“Some stresses for college
students may include living
away from family, experiencing
conflict in relationships, worrying about finances, and feeling
alone or isolated,” she said.
Symptoms of depression may
include restlessness or irritability, difficulty concentrating or
making decisions, and thoughts
of death or suicide as well as
many others.
Students who are unable to
attend the event can take an online self-evaluator screening at
www.ulifeline.org/bakersfieldcollege.
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First time eating Korean food a pleasant surprise
By Esteban Ramirez
Sports Editor
When I walked into the recently opened Seoul Restaurant I
didn’t know what to expect eating at a Korean restaurant
ood
for the first
time, but afeview
ter
seeing
that they had
college football on TV, I thought to myself
if their taste in food is as good as
their taste in entertainment than
this will be a good experience.
The restaurant is located on
3615 Coffee Rd., and it is opened
Mon-Sun from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
The service was really good.
I got a seat as soon as I walked
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in, and they brought my drink
in a couple of minutes after that.
Then they took my order after
bringing my Mr. Pibb, which
cost $2.50.
I decided to start off with
dumplings, which cost $5.99.
They were really good.
They had good flavor, and
packed with pork and vegetables.
They were a bit greasy, but being
Mexican that wasn’t a big problem to me.
Then they brought me my side
dish, which was white rice, and
they also brought me a lot of different types of banchan, which
are the side dishes. I wasn’t a fan
of those because I don’t really
like white rice, and I didn’t really like the banchan after tasting
a few of them.

Then they brought me my
main dish, the Beef Bulgogi,
which is beef with onions and
peppers topped off with a sweet
sauce and costs $15.99.
When I first got it, I wasn’t expecting it to be that great, but I
was pleasantly surprised with the
flavor because I wasn’t expecting
it to be sweet.
I enjoyed every bit of it because the beef was well done and
not over cooked.
Even though going in I wasn’t
sure about eating at a Korean
restaurant, I was pleasantly surprised with how good the food,
service, and entertainment was.
Although they only had two
waitresses, they did a good job
of bringing food quick and being
attentive.

The restaurant was really
nice and quaint, and for people
that love banchan this restaurant
definitely is the choice for you,
because it has plenty of different
kinds and you’ll certainly enjoy
that.
The whole thing cost me
$26.90, so the one thing that kind
of bummed me out was that the
costs of some of the dishes are
a bit high, but the fact that I left
full made up for that.
Although they do have sports
on television, this would not be
my first choice if I wanted to
go just to watch a game, but for
whatever the reason, if you are
in the mood for some good Korean food, then Seoul Restaurant
is definitely a place you should
go to.

Kids or adults: Who has the
best time on Halloween?

‘Red Rain’ a modern
tale of adult horror
By Ruben Perez
Reporter

By Nashay Matthews
Reporter
When I was a little kid, I liked
Halloween because I got to carve
a pumpkin and I looked forward
to dressing up so I could go trickor-treating for all the candy that I
could carry; that is until I became
an adult and discovered that Halloween represents the one day
out of the year that it’s allowable
to dress scantily clad, drink alcohol, go to costume parties and do
things I normally wouldn’t do.
Halloween is way more fun for
adults than it is for kids. The only
thing I looked forward to when
I was a kid was trick-or-treating,
but what I remember the most
is the
aftermath:
m
y
mother
d i g ging through my bag looking for
“poisoned” candy when really
she was just picking out all of the
good candy for herself.
Then, I would get a toothache
from what was left. Not to mention all of the times I got scared
due to the adults that decided it
was funny to terrify children that
approached their doors to receive
free candy. Honestly, I looked
forward to Christmas much more
than Halloween.
Now, Halloween is the grand
event of the year because I get to
show off everything that I spend
hours in the gym toning up. I
also get to make jell-o shots and
bake Halloween themed goodies
to take to costume parties where
everyone else is wearing racy
costumes. There, I can socialize
with friends, meet new people,
compete in costume contests and
drink to my little heart’s desire.
I know what you’re thinking.
Is it really worth the hangover?
Absolutely. Being hung over
once out of the year doesn’t hurt.
If you don’t drink, then you can
still dress in an outrageous Halloween costume and participate
in the socializing. Not to mention all of the other adult-friendly
activities. The great thing about
Halloween is that you can still
participate in every activity that
you did as a kid, even trick-or–
treating, if you have a lot of selfesteem. The difference is that
now the fun is amplified due to
adult-friendly activities. Halloween used to be a holiday that was
meant for children, but I think
that it has shifted to a holiday
that is supposed to be way more
fun for adults.
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Bulgogi is a sweet classic Korean barbeque dish that is
served at Seoul Restaurant located on 3615 Coffee Rd.

R. L. Stine reaches out to
his former audience with “Red
Rain.”
Stine
is
mostly
reook
membered
for his besteview
selling series
“Goosebumps.”
The
series
later became a TV show and it
was recently revived in the book
series, “Goosebumps Horrorland,” in 2008. The novel, “Red
Rain,” is about a travel blogger
who happens to stay at an island
that is hit by a terrible hurricane.
After the storm, she meets two
twin boys that have lost everything in the storm, and decides to
bring them home with her. After
they come home, terrible things
begin to happen to her family.
“Red Rain” is essentially the
grown up “Goosebumps” for
his grown up audience from the
nineties. In this book, however,
Stine knows he’s not writing
for kids anymore. There is real
death, real fear, and at the end
of the book it doesn’t go back to
normal. All the detail he’s added
helps to make the story more real
and the situations put on the fam-
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Adults
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R.L. Stine’s new book is a
horror story for adults.
ily even scarier.
The book does have its flaws
at times however, in dialogues
and blog entries, but overall the
story is really good. Just like
his “Goosebumps” books, the
protagonist makes bad, but well
meaning choices that lead the
situation to get progressively
worse. It doesn’t matter if you
were a “Goosebumps” fan as a
kid or not, the book is definitely
worth the read, and if you were
a fan then the added nostalgia
of reading a Stine book makes it
even better.

Lamar album a personal story
illustration by Robin shin / The Rip

By Graham C Wheat
Reporter
Everything we do during Halloween is to recapture the joy of
our childhood during this time.
What memories pervade our
Halloween psyche? Is it our
costumes to scintillate or defile
something sacred?
Perhaps the houses painstakingly decorated like 1313
Mockingbird Lane?
Or is it the young goblins and
witches running through the
dusk and into the night, giggling
and elated from the prospect of
much fun-sized chocolate?
This is what we remember
and all try to evoke during this
time.
All of the thought into costumes, the dressing of houses
and throwing of parties is an
effort to glean some long lost
Halloween tomfoolery from
ages past.
We need only look to the children in our lives to see where the

authentic joys are truly found.
My nephews, 3 and 4, have had
their costumes for months and
relish every chance to wear them
whether
it is Halloween
or not.
T h e
amount of excitement that exudes from them is palpable.
They are impatiently waiting
the moment to don Spider Man
and Hulk attire and parade the
neighborhood demanding free
sweets from dour neighbors
who wish that same joy still remained in their lives.
My nephews and young children embody the very definition
of eagerness and amusement
during this festive time.
When the imagination of the
young leaves us, the spirit of
Halloween takes over. From
stockpiling toilet paper for a
month to hording eggs like a
baker, All Hallows Eve begets a
troublemaker.

Kids

When my nephews grow they
will hurl a few eggs, no doubt
against my brother’s wishes,
and their smiles will be candy
corn. This mischievous feeling
too is something adults try desperately to reclaim.
Examine the charade that
adults participate in during this
time of year.
Every Halloween it is the
same trite re-hashing of the
year previous. We dress up as
molester priests or slutty Disney princesses and swill down
anything vaguely alcoholic in
an effort to forget that we actually had fun once during this
holiday.
Let us not forget the everpopular office party. There is
a reason no one wants to see
James the janitor as Nicki Minaj, because it is no fun.
It would seem all the séances
and future-predicting cauldrons
missed something quite overt:
adults at Halloween have no
fun.
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By Omar Oseguera
Photo and Multimedia Editor
Kendrick Lamar’s major label
debut,
“Good Kid,
lbum
M.A.A.D.
City,” is a
eview
concept album that has
undoubtedly
changed hip-hop music. Lamar’s
album features guest appearances from Drake, Dr. Dre, Jay
Rock, and MC Eiht.
The album follows Lamar’s
youth in Compton, which consisted of peer pressure, crime,
substance experiences and the
longing for escape.
The lyrical content of the album
is strong, with Lamar’s unique
style of storytelling shown in
songs like, “Sing About Me, I’m
Dying of Thirst,” a 12-minute
song telling a story from various
characters. The stories touch on
love, death, violence, and Lamar’s effort to write this song in
order to make people aware.
One of the most important aspects of the album, and of Ken-

A
R

drick Lamar in general, is his
ability to turn what most would
consider a club song, into a piece
reflecting on the issues associated with clubbing and excess.
This example is highlighted
in the song “Swimming Pools
(Drank)” which was also one of
the singles.
Lamar talks of drinking
through peer pressure, and about
the alcohol abuse that surrounds
our generation. The hook to the
song says, “First you get a swimming pool full of liquor, then you
dive in it,” from the perspective
of someone at a party, taking
alcohol use to the extreme. The
hook also says the lines, “I wave
a few bottles, then I watch them
all flock. All the girls wanna play
Baywatch,” referring to our generation’s young females involved
in the party scene, and their tendencies to lose themselves for
alcohol. Lamar’s message is one
very relevant to young adults.
“Good Kid, M.A.A.D. City,”
is one of the most important records to be released in hip-hop
in the past 10 years, and is resurgence to west coast hip-hop.
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Don’ t
let ads
be your
guide
As my brain explodes | One

man’s take on culture and life.

Today, what does it mean to
be a man?
Growing up I have seen images on television, magazines
and in the media in general
that answers
that question for me.
It paints a
picture of
masculinity
that makes
Martin Chang
me ashamed
to be a man.
Whether it’s the Axe body
spray ads where smug men
use their products and women follow in a zombie-like
state, or it’s the hip-hop songs
where cars, jewelry and sex
are life’s only goals, it paints
a disgusting picture of our sex
that I have always rejected.
On the other hand, the
whole sensitive-guy thing is
just as dumb.
In my high school years the
whole “Emo” cultural phenomenon was at its peak.
As someone who considers himself sensitive and a
big rock music fan, it made
me just as mad to see the ridiculous fashions, the whiney
music, and the strange competition to prove how deep you
were, as the super aggressive
Axe display of masculinity.
I would just look at the ridiculous haircuts, listen to
the stupid cliche lyrics and
I know they didn’t ever feel
the pain they were singing of,
that they were just trying to
get girls.
The worst part of it was
seeing how quickly the teenagers and young men around
me would pick up these stereotypes and let that be who
they are. I spent my high
school years looking around
wondering if there was an
original soul around me.
I look at college-aged
adults now and nothing really
has changed. “Emo” is now
“Indie” and the same guys
seem to think that Axe will
somehow get them women.
I only use the example of
manhood because it’s what I
know.
Every person in America is
sold into these ideas of who
to be.
I just have a hope that people would define themselves
outside of pure imitation.
If people would define
themselves outside of what
they see on television, I can’t
help, but think that people
would be more interesting,
and that our music and movies would be better, every
artist from John Lennon to
Vincent van Gogh had to be
an original thinker to make
great art.
We need to remember that
most of the stuff we see in media is trying to sell us something, whether it’s a product
or lifestyle. I think we should
define ourselves beyond the
sales pitch.
It really is quite easy to step
away from all the messages
that we are fed each day.
Just the simple fact knowing that it’s a sales pitch can
make it less effective.
I know, it’s worked for me.
The person that I considered
myself to be has changed a lot
over the years, but I’ve always
known that I came up with it,
that it was based on something inside myself.
It’s a great feeling knowing
that I am always my own person. I’m not saying you can’t
have heroes that inspire. I’m
not saying you can’t have a
group you identify with.
I guess I just want people
to be original and have something new to say.
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Answers not always in the major parties
By Ruben Perez
Reporter
The 2012 Presidential Election is coming up and registered
voters will get to choose the next
leaders of our country.
Unfortunately, most voters
think they have to choose between Barack Obama and Mitt
Romney.
There are actually more than
six different candidates running
for the presidential seat.
People need to be more educated on who they will be voting
for on Election Day. It is hard,
though, to get all of the information to make an informed deci-

sion.
The two richest parties, Republicans and Democrats, control the debates so we don’t hear
about any of the third party options. Jill Stein of the Green
Party was recently arrested for
trying to get in to debate the two
major nominees. Ralph Nader
had been blocked from debates
for years.
As people that are going to
make very serious decisions
about the future of the country,
we should hear every side of the
arguments. We should be able to
hear everyone speak in the arguments.
So far Obama and Romney

have been on TV, dancing around
important issues and not really
addressing issues.
Also, their refusal to answer
any follow-up questions, should
really make one question as to
whether or not we want a president that isn’t willing to talk to
its constituents.
When it comes to important issues like gay rights, the biggest
thing to happen was the repeal
of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell. Albeit
this is a big accomplishment, one
party wants to remove gay marriage totally, and the other, while
saying they support gay marriage, should have done something already.

Staff Editorial

On the stance of women’s
rights, neither have done much
for women lately as well. Women
still earn less than men and their
right to contraception and choice
over their body is constantly under attack.
If people dared to look beyond
the two major parties, they would
see that there are candidates that
actually have stances on issues
instead of just dancing around
them.
There are candidates that support gay marriage, support a
women’s right to choose what
she does with her body, and candidates that would end the war
on drugs that’s been hemorrhag-

ing money for years, but major
parties won’t recognize it as a
failure.
It’s really important that people stop running around the stupid tree and do their homework
on issues that will be affecting
our entire country.
If that means that you end up
siding with a third party candidate, then go for it.
Voting third party is not a
wasted vote because it tells the
major parties that I would rather
vote for someone outside of your
system than continually support
your failed politics. That is how
we will really change the country.

Letter to the Editor

Rebuttal to teacher offers
a new view on Prop. 37

Martin chang / The Rip

BC student Joseph Hyatt, left, and BC math professor Janet Tarjan, right, hold up a “Yes
on 30” sign.

Overview of confusing
propositions explained
There are plenty of issues to
be decided on Nov. 6, the official
general election day. The Rip’s
editorial board has broken down
some important issues and is giving slight direction to those who
are looking for it.
These choices are being made
based off information from the
official voter guide, and the political debates, and disregard the
numerous campaigns on television, radio and wherever else.
First, the most important issue for all community college
students is Proposition 30. If the
proposition passes, those making
over $250,000 a year will have
higher taxes for seven years. In
addition, there will be a sales tax
increase of ¼ cent for four years.
This money will be used to fund
schools, meaning all schools
from kindergarten up to the universities, unlike Prop. 38, which
only funds K-12.
Proposition 30 deserves a yes
vote for the future of Bakersfield
College and California education.
Another issue is brought by
Proposition 37, which calls for
labeling of all genetically engineered foods sold in California

to state they are genetically engineered. This deserves a yes vote
for the simple fact that we all deserve the right to know what we
consume. This isn’t going to ban
the food. It’s only a label, and it’s
nothing extreme.
Proposition 39 requires multistate businesses to pay income
taxes based on percentage of
their sales in California, meaning
potentially higher taxes on some
companies.
According to the voter guide,
half of the revenue would be used
on new energy efficient projects
and schools.
This plan sounds like a win all
around for our state.
If a company has enough power to choose their own taxable income, then there should be a law
preventing it.
And this money will go to new
progressive projects and education.
Finally, the choice on who will
be the next president. Although
corporate media has done a terrible job in presenting all candidates, a choice still has to be
made.
The majorities are looking at
Obama and Romney, although if

third party candidates were given
more exposure, the anti-war, pro
democracy, pro-green movement
that Jill Stein has put forward
would truthfully appeal to the
masses, but that’s not the case.
Obama and Romney are who
the people will be deciding over,
and because of that we believe
Obama should be re-elected.
Mitt Romney has made a fool
of himself more times in a few
months than the three stooges
have in their whole career.
Barack Obama has already
felt the experience of the White
House.
Obama knows foreign policy,
which Romney clearly showed
in the final debate he does not,
and what may be most important
to all students is that Obama was
the only one constantly pushing
for education.
Replay the presidential debates, and you will hear Obama
mention education numerous
times, even when he wasn’t supposed to.
That is a good thing. Regardless of who wins, and what propositions pass, these next four
years are going to be one hell of
a ride for all people.

Editor:
As a professor who teaches
about food and nutrition at Bakersfield College, David Lightsey commented in the Oct. 17
edition of The Rip that he feels
that students need to be more
informed about Proposition 37.
On that we are in agreement,
but not according to the information that he gave. Let me
cut right to the chase.
For anyone wishing to get
the full nitty gritty on the truth
about GMO’s, please go directly to this site and watch this
very informative movie: http://
geneticroulettemovie.com
It should provide any questions and answers on this vital
subject that anyone might have.
It was produced by Jeffrey
Smith, author of “Seeds of Deception” and a leading advocate
for labeling of GMO’s to protect consumers and our right to
make informed decisions about
what we put into our bodies.
The article points out that Mr.
Lightsey claims many of his
students are misinformed and
he then proceeded to give them
misinformation!
With all due respect, that
wasn’t very polite.
He states that genetically
modified foods are not harmful to people and are actually
helpful to them. He describes
the gene splicing technique as
a fairly pleasant sounding, innocuous thing to help the world
grow crops better, to make them
last longer, etc.
What he failed to mention
is the aspect of Monsanto’s
Roundup (the herbicide, called
glyphosate) that has actually
made weeds even more resistant than before, as well as
the insecticide aspect that is
injected into the seed (not just
sprayed on them).
This has been found to create pesticide factories inside
the guts of cattle that feed on
the grains containing these
GMO’s. The toxins tend to
persist through this process and
farmers discover their cattle
to get sick and die or become
sterile.
What happens when people
consume the meat from these
GMO fed cattle, not to mention
the 9 different crops that are
GMO?

The
above
movie
will give these details.
Mr. Lightsey also claims that
the costs of food will significantly rise if Prop. 37 passes.
Manufacturers type labels all
the time on their products. To
make a new one costs virtually nothing, as all they have
to do is type a few different
letters to add on to their next
package before they print it.
The reporter stated that he also
made this claim: ‘The use of
genetically modified foods is
what allows big food business
to prosper.’
Oops!
Let’s try that
again: The use of genetically
modified foods is what allows
big chemical companies to
prosper! There. That’s better,
or is it?
The costs to farmers have
actually increased, due to Monsanto’s patents of the once natural seeds that formerly could
be re-planted each season.
Now Monsanto’s contracts
with the farmers binds them to
re-purchase new seeds every
season.
More profits for Monsantoless profits for farmers=higher
food costs for consumers.
Mr. Lightsey also states there
are no scientific backing for
Prop. 37.
Again, if you watch the
above movie or read “Seeds
of Deception” and check out
this site: www.responsibletechnology.org, you’ll find that
there are many scientists who
speak out against GMO’s as
appalling and dangerous. Fortunately, it also talks about solutions, not just the problem.
Of course, I would truly hope
that this professor is just himself not fully informed, but has
good intentions for the rest of
humanity.
Maybe, he will also view
this data that is readily available to anyone who wishes
to make an informed choice.
In my opinion, this issue and
voting yes on Prop. 37 are
of the utmost importance to
our health, well-being, longevity and for the survival of
our future generations. Learn
well and do the right thing,
my friends!
Thank you.
Robert M. Trabin

Bullying still a major issue
By Nashay Matthews
Reporter
The current media hot topic
is Canadian Amanda Todd, 15,
who ended her own life due to
continuous bullying.
The news of this haunts me. It
makes me think of myself as a
teenager and makes me thankful
that my time as a teenager wasn’t
as torturous.
It makes me question why this
poor girl was not helped when
she so clearly cried out for help
countless times by inflicting pain
upon herself, attempting suicide
and posting a chilling video on
YouTube that depicted her story
on flash cards.
The people who should be

held responsible for this are the
students who continued to stalk
her and tease her despite the fact
that she relocated several times
in an attempt to escape. Those
kids should be ashamed of themselves for driving a person to end
their own life. Not only that, the
parents of these kids should be
embarrassed due to the lack of
structure, kindness and humanity
that they failed to instill in their
children.
In a certain instance, Todd had
an opportunity to press charges
against a fellow classmate due to
physical harm but chose not to in
an attempt to avoid conflict.
Despite that, why didn’t
Todd’s parents contact the authorities or faculty members of

her schools to inform them of the
harassment?
Todd was continuously inflicting harm upon herself, isn’t that
reason enough to force them to
assess the situation in any way
they could?
If Todd had made a few better
choices during this torment then
maybe her fate wouldn’t have
been so dark.
Still, though, she was a teenager and making mistakes is a
part of growing up.
It’s how people learn so they
can make better decisions in the
future.
For Todd, there is no future
and the idea of that makes me
sick.
I will never understand why it

provided by youtube.com

Before committing suicide, Amanda Todd published a
Youtube video, pictured above, crying out for help.
takes a travesty to raise awareness for an issue.
Bullying is a major issue that
everyone deals with, and action
must be taken to prevent another

incident that will affect countless
people. The horrible events in
news could have been avoided
had someone raised a voice for
Amanda Todd.
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Roughneck Review publishes new issue
By Omar Oseguera
Photo and Multimedia Editor
Bakersfield College’s online
journal, the Roughneck Review,
published its latest issue on Oct.
31.
The Roughneck Review is a
new campus entity, publishing
works submitted by current and
former students, and approved
by an editorial staff of BC professors.
The works may be written assignments, art projects, or any
other type of work done for a
class.

Brad Stiles originally proposed
the project, and its first publication was in April 2011. Roughneck Review is online only.
Stiles gave background on the
online approach of the publication and its purpose.
“Part of the reason for [being
online] is that it is much more economically efficient to produce,”
said Stiles.
“We don’t rely on budgets for
this. It’s a labor of love, nobody
gets paid for this, we are doing it
for the students only.”
Stiles is the main person behind the website.

“I designed it myself from
scratch,” said Stiles.
“I do it all with a couple of free
programs, but it’s not the first
time I’ve done this.”
In 2000, Stiles created a website similar to the roughneck for
Clackamas Community College
in Oregon City, Ore.
Stiles also discussed Roughneck Review’s promoting tactics.
“We are trying to generate
community interest for this with
our little postcards that we have
at places like Dagny’s and other
high profile hang outs,” said

Stiles. “We are also contacting
directly educators of various
other schools around to let them
know that we exist so they can
show it to students.”
Stiles finds the Roughneck
Review to be a great resource for
students to showcase their publications, but also for professors to
refer to in the classroom.
“Instructors who put things in
can pull their work up on screen
in front of the class to show how
a student responded to an assignment in a good way,” said Stiles.
“So faculty can get some use out
of this.”

No, our public safety didn’t
get replaced by a mall cop. Students have started to notice that
the Bakersfield College public
safety officers have traded in
their car for a scooter.
“Every time I see it, it reminds
me of that movie Paul Bart Mall
Cop,” said BC student Ellyse
Silva.
Sgt. Christopher Counts,
who’s in charge of Public Safety,
went into detail about the new
addition.
“The scooter is actually called
a T-3. We have had it for two
weeks now. It’s electric so it
saves on gas. The thing is we
have four cars that we use, and
one of them has gotten so old
that the cost to keep it up will be
much more than the T-3. Cars
cost three times as much as a
T-3. We’re trying to do our part
in keeping the budget low.”
Some BC students feel differently. Lily Rodriguez, who will
be transferring to CSUB, believes it is a waste. “I understand
it gets them from point A to point
B quicker rather than on foot.
But I also think that’s a waste of
educational funds.”
Omar Alvarado, who is major-

ing in Engineering, comments,
“I think it’s a pointless addition
to the school because it’s a college not high school where fights
break out and you need people
constantly monitoring.”
Counts says that this year
they’re trying to keep cars off
campus as much as possible in
an attempt to make things safer
for staff and students.
“Its quicker and easier to get
around,” he said. “We still have
the three cars that will be used
to drive on campus if necessary
or in case of an emergency. Using the T-3 they can hear and see
more clearly. We’re going to be
getting another T-3 soon if not
this year. At the moment only 4
of the 13 officers are trained to
ride it. So of course were going
to get everyone trained and certified. Can’t wait for the second
one to show up.”
BC student Anna M. Salazar
just started noticing them.
“Its really interesting,” she
said. “I love that it’s electric and
saves money, but it’s hard to take
them seriously, but it’s better
than riding around on a bicycle.”
Roxy Angulo agrees that the
scooters look strange.
“Its weird but it doesn’t bother
me,” he said. “Whatever works
for them.”

“We really want student submissions,” he said.
“We have an eager editorial committee who want to read
good student works.
“It’s our pleasure always to tell
students that they are going to be
published, and it is a very exciting thing to be on the Roughneck.”
Stiles stressed the most important reason for the Roughneck
Review.
“The real reason this is in existence at all is to give the students
the chance to show off their work
to the world,” said Stiles.

STEM has
Pi-athlons

Public Safety gets a
new way to patrol BC
By Hannah Breeland
Reporter

With the Roughneck Review
still in its early stages, Stiles has
his eyes on the future, where he
hopes to have an actual printed
publication.
“We are looking at the possibility of having a ‘best of’ that
would be a hard copy that people
could purchase,” he said. “We’re
going to have to find out who is
going to decide that, but that is
sometime in the future.”
The Roughneck Review has
had a positive response, with students and professors both submitting, and the editorial committee
is excited for more submission.

By Ruben Perez
Reporter

robin shin / The Rip

Officer Matthew Rodriguez rides the T-3 scooter.

The Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics organization puts on workshops
for students called Pi-athlons.
“We heard colleges on the East
Coast were doing things like this,
and so we just decided people
would like it so we’ve done all
kinds of different things,” said
mathematics professor Donna
Starr.
At the last Pi-athlon on Oct. 25,
STEM students painted T-shirts
with phrases such as vam‘pi’re,
‘pi’rate, and occu‘pi’ math class.
“Previous Pi-athlons we have
had a mobius strip activity where
we investigated the mobius strip,
which in mathematics is a continuous loop,” said Becky Head,
another professor of mathematics.
The Pi-athlon events are open
to all students and not just students with a STEM majors.
“I think that math gets such a
bad rap and it has like a negative
connotation,” said English major Brian Thayer. “It is seen as a
very hard subject so doing something like this that gives more of
a positive connotation with the
math department, and it helps

robin shin / The Rip

Devery Taylor holds Pi shirt.
boost morale of the students.”
“It’s a nice way to relax and
hang out and talk to everyone
else about things other than math
because we do that so much in
class, so its nice to just get out
you still know it’s connected to
math,” said Sara Lopez, a nursing major at BC.
In addition to BC students,
high school students will also attend the events.
“They come because their
school is out early and they come
here and they’re welcome,” said
Starr “We’re hoping it even encourages them to come, to BC
and to go into a STEM major.”
The Pi-athlon events happen
3.14 times a semester. On the
.14 the students will share math
projects that they are working
on.
They have done two already
and will be posting fliers when
they decide to have their next Piathlon.

Gallery displays instructors work
By Ruben Perez
Reporter
The Wylie and Mary Louise
Jones Gallery in the Grace Van
Dyke Library is currently presenting art from Bakersfield College instructors.
All the pieces on display are
the works of the art faculty members.
Each teacher used a different
medium to represent his or her
style.
Liberal Studies major Lisa
Tatman was there because two
of her teachers had art being displayed.
“I think the students concentrate on the student’s work in
the classroom and we don’t get
to see what the professors and

teachers are doing here, and it’s
interesting to see what they’re
doing,” said Tatman.
Art student Jamie Martin was
also interested in seeing the art
of her teachers.
“I think the students are probably interested, like I was, in what
they did. There’s a lot of different styles and I think all together
it shows everyone individually,”
said Martin.
In addition to students wanting to see the artist’s work, Alan
Urquhart of The Foundry art gallery in downtown Bakersfield
also attended the opening.
“I’m out to just support the
arts and support the faculty that’s
showing tonight,” said Urquhart.
“From the student standpoint
it’s great to see that their teachers

are producing artists and they see
that next level of art too, because
the faculty has had the schooling
and the years working and refining their technique.
“I think it’s beneficial and it’s
perfect. I think every student in
art classes in BC should come
by and check this stuff out,” said
Urquhart.
Art student Breanna Bullard
said, “It’s nice to see teachers
work and their take on certain
things and how we can take it
into our work and make it better.
“Borneman’s is really abstract
yet really nice and organized and
I really love Shafik’s encaustic
paintings he’s done,” said Bullard.
The exhibit will be open until
Nov. 15.

Students
take pledge
By Nashay Matthews
Reporter
The Phi Theta Kappa-Beta
Alpha Nu Chapter’s first Community College Completion
Challenge that took place Oct.
15-18 in the Free Speech area at
Bakersfield College was a success.
The event consisted of students filling out pledge cards to
commit them to a time frame
as to when they expect to reach
their educational goals. The goal
of the Phi Theta Kappa-Beta Alpha Nu was to get 500 students
to make a pledge, which was exceeded significantly.
The secretary of Phi Theta
Kappa Koathar Hussan, 18, said
that the reason they wanted to
do this pledge was because they

robin shin / The Rip

One of the many pledge signs made by students who
pledge to graduate or to transfer.
wanted students to challenge
themselves.
“Obama’s goal was to increase
the graduation rate by 50 percent, so we wanted to make that
more of a reality by encouraging students to graduate on time
and also show them the steps to
do so,” said Hussan. “We took
pictures of the students in a cap
and gown, I think that was everyone’s favorite part because it got
them really excited.”
Vice president of public rela-

tions for Phi Theta Kappa, Stacy
Dalere, 22, said that they got
more students than usual and that
the turn out was good.
“We had 102 pledges the first
day, then it picked up Tuesday
by us getting 165 pledges, it progressively got higher each day of
the week,” said Dalere. “I think
that once people actually realized
what we were doing they were
more willing to make a pledge.
We had a really good turn out so
we are really excited.”

robin shin / The Rip

Attendees walk around the Wylie and Mary Louise Jones Gallery viewing faculty art.
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Golf
team
shows
unity
Renegade pass | Taking on

every issue with BC athletics.

As the season winds down
for the Bakersfield College
women’s golf season, one
might be left to wonder, how
is a team with limited golfers
having a good year?
You just
really have
to sit back
and
acknowledge
all the extra
hard work
that they had Esteban Ramirez
to put in with
a smaller group of players.
When you have a smaller
team, you have to do more
work and it might put a strain
on you at a point, but at the
same time, when you’re on
a smaller team you become
more united as a group.
The chemistry within a
smaller team is usually so
much better than on a larger
one because there is a smaller
amount of personalities or
egos.
Being on an editorial staff
with only four editors, I know
how much hard work you
have to put in to achieve what
you set out to do, so I definitely understand what kind
of struggles that go on with a
smaller group.
At the same time, we are a
close-knit group, so we help
each other out if one of us is
overworked because we don’t
have as many editors as other
papers.
When you’re on a smaller
group and are able to do well,
whether it’s performing at a
high level on the golf course
or if it’s putting out a 12-page
newspaper, you feel a sense
of pride for performing just as
well as teams that have a lot
more people.
BC coach Bob Paillet explained how he thought his
team has performed with a
smaller group.
“I think they’ve done pretty
well,” he said.
“I think they’ve tried hard
to compete with a smaller
team, but with a smaller team
you don’t have the same level
of competition as you would
if you had a bigger group so
I think two of our girls have
a chance to make it to the Regionals, and that’s all you can
ask for.”
Since then, Chelsey Roberts qualified, but Andrea
Marquez missed out on Regionals by three strokes.
He also explained the difficulties of coaching a smaller
team.
“When it’s six against four,
it’s like a full basketball team,
and you only have five so it’s
tough,” he said. “It means every girl has to play her best,
while the other teams only
need four of six to play well.”
He commented on the
chemistry of the team, and
how the team has gelled.
“It can take a while for five
personalities to mesh, but the
last three weeks have been
great,” he said. “They know
what’s expected of them, and
I see a real effort to do well.
We are a team now.”
Just like one editor in our
staff can’t have a bad day and
do the work of two people,
the BC women’s golf team is
pretty much the same.
It’s really incredible that
they have been able to have a
good season despite a lack of
depth on the team.
You would think that a team
wouldn’t have these successes, but they still found a way
to qualify one of their golfers,
so my hat’s off to them.
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BC seeks to end
season in style
By Nestor Fernandez
Reporter
In rather convincing fashion,
Bakersfield College defeated
West L.A. College 25-8, 25-8,
25-12 in a Western State Conference match on Oct. 24 in L.A.
Caitlin Bernardin led BC with
12 kills and 11 digs, and Edithza
Urias added 7 kills.
Samantha Whittington chipped
in with 38 assists and 7 digs to
help the Renegades.
Unfortunately for BC (16-5,
6-3 WSC), they ran into defending state champion L.A. Pierce
two days later at Pierce, and lost
for the fourth time in four meetings against the Brahmas (23-0,
8-0 WSC) on Oct. 26.
Bernardin had 12 kills and 9
digs to lead the Renegades.
The good news for BC is that
it was their last meeting of the
year, unless of course they meet
in the playoffs.
Before the match, Pierce head
coach Nabil Mardini had this to
say about the competition against
BC.
“Bakersfield is coached by my

good friend, Carl Ferreira, and
are always one of the most prepared and well-coached teams in
the state,” he said. “It is always
an exciting match playing the
Renegades.”
On Oct. 19, the Renegades defeated Santa Monica City College
25-20, 25-18, 25-22 at SBCC.
Urias led BC with 18 kills, and
Bernardin followed with 13 kills
to go along with 19 digs.
Monica Barksdale led the
team in digs with 20, and Wittington finished with 42 assists
on the night.
BC defeated Glendale College
in straight sets 25-12, 25-14, 2515 on Oct. 17 at BC.
Leading the BC attack was
Urias, who had 16 kills, and Bernardin had 11 kills and 10 digs.
Barksdale led with 12 digs, and
Wittington had 42 assists.
In talking about the matches
against Glendale and SBCC,
Ferreira had this to say, “When
you get into October, you’ve
got to really be thorough in how
you assess and evaluate performance.”
“Winning and losing is a very

angel villagomez / The Rip

Bakersfield College’s Edithza Urias goes up in the air for a spike against Glendale
College on Oct. 17. BC beat Glendale in straight sets 25-12, 25-14, 25-15 behind Urias,
who had 16 kills.
simple way that American society judges progress, but you’ve
got to really look between the
lines to look at the little details to
continue to make progress.”
“Our team has already established this is who we are, this
is how we play, so at this point,
you’re really just trying to master

the game and the details.
“We have three weeks, six
matches left until the post season, and if you ask me, we’re
just trying to see if we can make
the few little adjustments to try
and be the most successful we
can be.”
Two standouts all season long

for the Renegades are Whittington and Bernardin. For the season, Whittington leads the state
with 11.56 assists per game, and
Bernardin is currently second
in the state with a 4.90 kills per
game ratio.
BC is scheduled to host College of the Canyons on Nov. 2.

BC Renegade Lair to add to the atmosphere in athletics program
By Patricia Rocha
Editor in Chief
The new Renegade Lair is a
student cheering section focusing on increasing student participation in the Bakersfield College
sports arenas. The student government association is planning
on selling a $30 Lair Sports Pass,
which allows the student to attend all home sporting events as
a member of the Renegade Lair.

A Renegade Lair T-shirt is also
provided to the members.
Athletic director Ryan Beckwith believes getting the student
body more involved in what is
going on athletically will only
help build the pride of BC.
“I think that’s something that
has been missing over the last
few years is just the overall student involvement, and the actual
reaction on campus to having
a huge contest, or a big win, or

BC soccer falls to 8-8

Omar oseguera / The Rip

Bakersfield College’s Mallory Eyraud kicks the ball
against West Los Angeles College on Oct. 19.
By Jason Reed
Reporter
After coming off a 10-0 win
over West Los Angeles College
on Oct. 19, the Bakersfield College soccer team has dropped
two straight games, and has now
fallen to 8-8 on the season. BC’s
coach Scott Dameron thought
his team played with more confidence and thought that scoring
early really helped his team in
the win against West L.A.
“There were a lot of people
that got involved in the game; it
was a great chance to get a lot of
people in the game because a lot
of people got to show what they
can do,” Dameron said about his
team’s performance against West
L.A. College.
Dameron said he thought that
playing the strong teams they’ve
played has made his team better.
“I think that has made us better in the last few games, even
though we had struggled, so
when we kind of found our
rhythm, they were able to put
quite a few in,” he said.
Morgan Butterbredt, who has
been on a roll for BC, scored four
goals, and Mitzi Ibarra scored
two goals and assisted on three.
BC fell short against Pierce
College on Oct. 23 in a 6-2 loss.
BC was ahead at halftime 2-1,
and Dameron thought his team
wore down in the second half af-

ter they gave up an early goal to
start the half.
“I think we kind of lost our
composure and got out of
rhythm,” he said about the game
against Pierce.
BC is 7-0 when the opposing
team doesn’t score against them,
but are just 1-8 when they allow
goals.
“I don’t think it is much about
that, there are times when we’ve
put ourselves in positions to having to outscore teams,” Dameron
said.
BC met College of the Canyons on Oct. 26 and lost 4-1.
The last time they met was at Bakersfield College on Oct. 2, and
Canyons won that game 4-2.
“I think a lot of it just had to
do with struggling with physical
matchups,” he said. “Where we
had speed, they also had speed,
they were just causing some
problems for us, so we were
having to try and play in different ways. I think we struggled
a little bit with how to adapt the
play.”
The playoff opportunity is still
there for BC, but depends how
they do in their final three games
of the season.
“The math is still doable for
us, but we can’t keep letting it
get away,” Dameron said about
his team’s playoffs chances.
BC plays Santa Monica College on Nov. 2.

some type of championship,”
said Beckwith. “Not only will it
help the student athletes that are
playing, it motivates the coaches,
gives a little bit more collegiate
feel on campus, and it might get
some of the professors out, on
top of the ones that already do.
“That’s one of the most important things about the atmosphere
and the collegiate feel, is having
the school’s students coming out
and supporting.”

Beckwith expressed some of
the concerns from athletes that
wished more students would go
out and participate in the athletic
community to show their support.
“They seem pretty excited
about the idea of having other
students coming out to support
them,” he said. “This is a way to
try to incentivize students to have
a group that they can belong to.”
Currently only some games

draw a crowd, such as the BC
volleyball game against L.A.
Pierce on Oct. 3, and Beckwith
hopes the lair will bring that
night’s atmosphere to more contests.
“We packed the gym,” he said.
“There was close to a thousand
people in our gym, and the atmosphere was just incredible,
and so what we’re trying to do is
have a student group that is part
of that.”
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Renegades rally to keep playoff hopes alive
By Esteban Ramirez
Sports Editor
After struggling to move the
ball in the first half, the Bakersfield College football team faced
its first halftime deficit at home,
but rallied back behind gadget
plays and a fourth-quarter defensive red-zone stop to beat Cerritos College 21-14 on Oct. 27.
“I thought we played our tail
off,” said BC coach Jeff Chudy.
“It was a great win. We knew it
was going to be a four-quarter
game, and our guys never got
down and did a great job hanging in there. We made a lot of
mistakes and shot ourselves in
the foot in the first half, but we
rallied from it so I’m proud how
we played.”
With this win, the Renegades
(6-2, 3-1 NNC) managed to stay
undefeated at home, broke a sixgame losing streak to Cerritos
and ensured a winning record
for the season. BC also has the
opportunity to make the playoffs
if it wins out, and if Riverside
College loses one of its final two
games.
The Renegades got a big game
out of receiver Marquise Johnson, who had 75 receiving yards
and two touchdowns on three
receptions. Quarterback Brian
Burrell also had a good game,
throwing for 229 passing yards
and two touchdowns on 12 of 27
passing.
BC was able to strike first with
a 59-yard touchdown pass from
Burrell to Johnson, but after that
the first half was dominated by
Cerritos. In the second quarter the Falcons would score on
back-to-back touchdown drives
right before the end of the half.
BC started to move the ball in
the second half behind its wildcat
offense, in which a running back
took a shotgun-formation snap
and Burrell was split wide. The
Renegades managed to get three
first downs with running back
Jalen Sykes running the wildcat,
including two on fourth down.
Then BC took advantage on another trick play, but this time it
was a toss to running back Curtis McGregor, and he threw it to
receiver Brock Martin for a 22yard touchdown.
“We were going to take advantage of what we had in the personnel standpoint, and I thought
the wildcat served its purpose by
helping us convert on some fourth
downs,” said Chudy. “These trick
plays only work when you execute them and when the timing
is right. Everyone did their job.
That’s what this team is. We have
a lot of guys that are unselfish,
that do their job and know what
their role is.”
Cerritos would block the point

after to keep a 14-13 lead, but
after a quick three and out for
Cerritos offense, BC got the ball
back with a chance to take the
lead. The Renegades once again
started to move the ball, but this
time Burrell would set up BC in
the red zone with a 36-yard pass
to tight end Mike Dunn. BC took
the lead on a 6-yard touchdown
pass from Burrell to Johnson.
The Renegades would convert
on a two-point conversion to
push the lead to seven.
After Cerritos had another
three and out, they chose to punt
it away, and forced an interception from Burrell. The Falcons
got the ball at BC’s 19-yard line
due to a personal foul after the
interception. After another penalty against BC, Cerritos was
setup at the Renegades five-yard
line. The Renegades defense
once again rose to challenge, and
stopped them for three downs.
On fourth down, Cerritos’s quarterback Paul Lopez threw a pass
to a receiver in the end zone, but
the pass was deflected by defensive back Chris Hannible.
“Just told them that we knew
what play they were going to line
up in, and Chris Hannible, that’s
why he was the player of the year
in high school last year,” said
Chudy. “Big-time players make
big-time plays. He just made a
great play on the ball.”
BC got the ball back but
couldn’t run out the clock so
Cerritos had one more chance
to tie the game. Lopez tried one
last heave to the end zone, but
was brought down by linebacker
Keylon Hollis before he could
throw it.
“I felt electric when I brought
him down,” said Hollis on the final play. “It felt good.”
Johnson commented on the
team’s performance.
“We did pretty well,” said
Johnson. “In the first half, we
weren’t executing as good as we
could, but the second half we
played really well. I thought our
offense did well, but not great
because we can do better. It got
us the win, so I’ll take it.
“I thought I did good overall, but I could’ve done better
in some of the plays. Like when
Brian threw that interception,
I could’ve done a better job of
coming back and fighting for the
ball.”
Chudy commented on how
the team responded after a tough
first half.
“I thought we answered the
bell,” he said. “We came into
this game knowing it would be a
gut check and it was. Our guys
never panicked, and my hat’s off
to them. Defensively, I thought
we extended drives because we
made penalties that were foolish,

photos by omar oseguera / The Rip

Bakersfield College’s wide receiver Brock Martin runs the ball for a touchdown after catching it on a halfback pass
against Cerritos College on Oct. 27.

BC 21, Cerritos 14

BC 31, Moorpark 3

BC-Cerritos, Stats
Cerritos College
Bakersfield College

BC-Moorpark, Stats
0
7

14
0

0
6

0-14
8-21

First Quarter
BC - Johnson 59 pass from Burrell
(Schleicher kick), 2:52.

Second Quarter
CC - Small 1 run (kick failed), 3:41.
CC - Jasper 3 run (Abeyta pass from Lopez.),
00:22.
Third Quarter
BC - Martin 22 pass from McGregor
(Schleicher kick), 1:31.

Fourth Quarter
BC - Johnson 9 pass from Burrell(Martin pass
from Burrell), 9:14.
First downs
Total Net Yards
Rushes-yards
Passing
Punt Returns
Kickoff Returns
Interceptions Ret.
Comp-Att-Int
Sacked-Yards Lost
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

CC
19
296
44-136
160
1-0
3-81
1-4
10-21-1
3-15
6-255
1-0
8-137
28:35

BC
17
351
39-100
251
2-10
3-70
1-30
13-27-1
2-10
6-183
0-0
10-153
31:25

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - CC - Jasper 10-63, Garrison 16-47,
Small 5-11, Livingston 4-6, Lopez 8-5. BC - Sykes
22-67, McGregor 11-27, Burrell 5-8.
PASSING - CC - Lopez 10-21-160-1. BC Burrell 12-26-229-1, McGregor 1-1-22-0.
RECEIVING - CC - Manning 4-82, Carrillo
2-27, Livingston 1-25, Abeyta 2-22. BC - Dunn
4-81, Johnson 3-75, Martin 3-71, McGregor 2-17,
Sykes 1-7.

and some were questionable, but
our guys hung in there. I thought
we played well on defense.
“I also thought Brian played a
good football game. He had that
mistake at the end, and I’m sure
if he had to do it all over again he
wouldn’t have made that throw,

Bakersfield College
Moorpark College

14
0

3
0

0
0

14-31
3-3

First Quarter
BC - Burrell 1 run (Schleicher kick), 5:34.
BC - Johnson 27 pass from Burrell (Schleicher
kick), 00:42.
Second Quarter
BC - Schleicher 31 field goal, 11:55.
Third Quarter

Fourth Quarter
BC - Sykes 1 run (Schleicher kick), 11:20.
BC - Johnson 71 punt return (Schleicher kick),
9:08.
MC - Nelson 32 field goal, 4:38.
First downs
Total Net Yards
Rushes-yards
Passing
Punt Returns
Kickoff Returns
Interceptions Ret.
Comp-Att-Int
Sacked-Yards Lost
Punts
Fumbles-Lost
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession

BC
15
336
36-68
268
7-149
0-0
0-0
16-23-0
3-20
4-120
1-1
9-83
27:19

MC
13
226
35-82
144
2-(-2)
5-104
1-0
15-36-0
4-24
9-366
0-0
12-102
32:41

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - BC - Sykes 18-53, K. Johnson 5-17,
McGregor 5-7, Camara 1-4. MC - Lunn 16-46,
Roberson 8-19, Markham 2-15.
PASSING - BC - Burrell 16-23-268-1. MC Leffler - 15-36-144-0.
RECEIVING - BC - Martin 2-62, M. Johnson
3-45, Dunn 2-41, Adams 2-37, Martinez 2-27,
McGregor 2-24. MC - Williams 5-67, Wood 4-48,
Markham 1-14, Stevens 3-13, Lunn 2-2.

but he was just trying to make
something happen. We’re on a
four-game winning streak, so
this was a big win.”
On Oct. 20, BC beat Moorpark College 31-3 coming off
their bye week.
The Renegade offense got to a

Bakersfield College’s defensive back Cody Jones returns
an interception against Cerritos College on Oct. 27. The
Renegades beat the Falcons 21-14 and improved to 6-2 on
the season.
quick start taking an early 14-0
lead, and the defense controlled
Moorpark only giving up 226 offensive yards.
“We got a nice win after a couple weeks off,” said Chudy. “Our
guys came out and were kind
of business like. They didn’t do

anything super flashy. We played
well on defense. We shut them
out for most of the game. All in
all, it was a good win. Anytime
you can go on the road and beat
Moorpark, it’s a good win.”
BC is scheduled to play next at
Allan Hancock on Nov. 3.

BC backfield work
on chemistry on
and off the field
By Esteban Ramirez
Sports Editor

day.”
BC is averaging 150 yards per
game third in the conference, and
Bakersfield College’s running the bulk of those yards are comgame this year has been getting ing from Sykes and McGregor.
production out of two running Sykes, a sophomore, has 593
backs, Jalen Sykes and Curtis rushing yards and three touchMcGregor, but it has been their downs on 145 carries. McGregor,
chemistry and
a freshman,
unselfishness “I think of us as a 1-2 punch. has 457 rushthat has helped
ing yards and
them to a good I just want us both to do well two touchseason.
downs
on
“Whenwe’re and bring that extra spark to 117 carries.
at practice, we our offense to help the team
McGregor
challenge each
added
that
score touchdowns.”
other,”
said
what
he
McGregor. “If
thinks
makes
–Jalen Sykes,
I see him do a
Sykes a good
BC
running back
good play, I’ll
running back
say ‘all right, I
is that he’s
got to do a good play,’ or if he always moving his feet.
makes a big run then I’ve got to
“He’s always moving his feet,
make a big run.”
and when I watch him at prac“I think we’ve got good chem- tice it just motivates me to do the
istry,” said Sykes. “We have same because when I do it, good
battles between offense and de- things happen.”
fense, and we just go out and try
Sykes explained that what he
to make each other better.”
thinks makes McGregor good is
“Our chemistry is cool,” said his vision.
McGregor. “We work hard to
“He’s got good field vision,
make each other better every and he knows where the holes

Omar Oseguera / The Rip

Running backs Jalen Sykes, left, and Curtis McGregor, right, run the ball against Cerritos College. Sykes and McGregor
have combined for 1,050 rushing yards and five touchdowns over the season.
are,” said Sykes. “He sees the
seams and he hits them hard,
and I think that’s one thing that
makes him so good.”
“We’ve helped each other out
by going hard and competing,”
said McGregor. “I don’t really
go into a game wondering who’s
starting or to do this. I just want
us both to have a good year and
for him to move on to the next

level.”
“I think of us as a 1-2 punch,”
said Sykes. “I just want us both
to do well and to bring that extra spark to our offense to help
the team score touchdowns. It
just excites me when he scores a
touchdown or makes a big play.
“I think we’ve done pretty
good this year. It’s still not up to
my expectations, but I feel that

we’re doing pretty good.”
“I think we’ve done OK,” said
McGregor. “Hopefully, as we
get to the end of the year we can
continue to do better.”
Sykes commented that they’ve
been able to build on their chemistry by getting to know one another by hanging around on and
off the field.
McGregor explained that a

goal that they want to accomplish
is to be number one and two in
rushing yards in the conference.
“I always think about us trying to be number one and two in
rushing,” he said. “I don’t really
care who gets first or second.
We’ll probably be bragging to
the other if one of us gets first,
but I just want us to be the top
two.”
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BC hoop teams ready for start of season
Men’s hoop team looking to bounce back Women’s team ready to defend title
By Esteban Ramirez
Sports Editor
After a disappointing year last season,
in which it lost a lot of close games due to
turnovers, lack of rebounding and key injuries, the Bakersfield College men’s basketball team is ready to redeem itself this
year.
“We’re looking good,” said BC coach
Rich Hughes. “We have a lot of returning players, so we haven’t had to teach as
much. We’ve also had some newcomers,
but nowhere as much as last year. The returners have helped the coaches teach the
newcomers.”
BC currently has 23 players on the team
and six of them are returning players: forward Conroy Lester, guard Duncan Schramm, guard Gerald Bates, guard Mike
Young, guard Robert Williams, forward
Damian Robinson and center Taevanwe
Morrison, who got hurt for the year before
the team’s first game last season.
He added that their work ethic on the defensive end has been their strong point.
“Our strength is that we work hard defensively,” said Hughes. “We play pretty
hard which is a big thing for us. We’re also
more athletic than last year, and as a team I
think we shoot the ball better from the perimeter.
“I think we still need to improve on our
toughness, which falls under rebounding.
Being that we’re usually a short team, rebounding becomes a toughness issue. If
we’re tough and we make contact on our
box outs, we’ll be able to rebound better.
That’s going to be something that we’ll
need to improve on from now until our first
game.

“We also need to improve on taking care
of the ball, which is limiting turnovers. We
play fast so, turnover wise, that’s something
we’re always going to emphasize. When
you play fast you tend to be unfundamental, so we got to keep preaching discipline.
I think those are the two things that will affect the wins and losses early.”
He explained that the success of this
year’s team will depend on the team being
healthy.
“This year’s team is contingent on no
injuries and if we stay healthy, which we
didn’t do last year,” he said. “We’re very
competitive and we have a lot of players
that can contribute on any night. We have
some returners that can play at a high level.”
He explained that the difference between
coaching this team and last year’s team is
that he doesn’t have to teach the new players as much because the returners are helping in that aspect.
“Normally, my voice is gone within the
first two weeks of pre-season and practice,
but I haven’t lost my voice yet,” he said.
“They’re doing a lot of the teaching for us
and they’re also doing a lot of the discipline
for us.
“From my vantage point this team’s
chemistry is better than last year’s, and
they all look like they get along and they all
want to win as a team, but the true measure
will be when we get a loss or something
happens with the team.”
He added that he thinks that the returning sophomores will be the players that will
break out this season.
The Renegades are scheduled to start
their season at the three-day tournament at
Cuesta on Nov. 9-11.

By Jason Reed
Reporter

Basketball Schedules
Men’s
Date
Nov. 9-11
Nov. 23-24
Nov. 28
Dec. 1
Dec. 6-8
Dec. 14-16
Dec. 28-30
Jan. 9
Jan. 12
Jan. 16
Jan. 23
Jan. 26
Feb. 2
Feb. 6
Feb. 9
Feb. 13
Feb. 16
Feb. 21-22

Opponent
Cuesta Tournament
Thanksgiving Tournament
West Hills, 5 p.m.
Santa Barbara City, 3 p.m.
Santa Barbara Tournament
COS Tournament, 4 p.m.
Allan Hancock Tournament
Santa Monica, 5 p.m.
Glendale, 5 p.m.
Canyons, 5 p.m.
Citrus, 5 p.m.
L.A. Valley, 3 p.m.
Santa Monica, 1 p.m.
Glendale, 5 p.m.
Canyons, 5 p.m.
L.A. Valley, 5 p.m.
Citrus, 5 p.m.
WSC State Playoffs

Site
Cuesta
Bakersfield
Coalinga
Bakersfield
Santa Barbara
Visalia
Santa Maria
Bakersfield
Glendale
Canyons
Bakersfield
L.A. Valley
Santa Monica
Bakersfield
Bakersfield
Bakersfield
Glendora
Santa Clarita

Women’s
Date
Opponents
Nov. 9-10
Crossover Tounament
Nov. 14
Reedley, 5 p.m.
Nov. 24
Santa Barbara, 4 p.m.
Nov 29-1
Santa Ana Tournament
Dec. 7
Taft, 7 p.m.
Dec. 14-16 Monterey Pennisula Tournameny
Dec. 18
Moorpark, 6 p.m.
Dec. 19
Santa Ana, 5:30 p.m.
Dec. 27-29
Grossmont Tournament
Jan. 9
Santa Monica, 7 p.m.
Jan. 12
Glendale, 7 p.m.
Jan. 16
Canyons, 7 p.m.
Jan. 19
L.A. Valley, 7 p.m.
Jan. 23
Citrus, 7 p.m.
Jan. 30
West L.A., 7 p.m.
Feb. 2
Santa Monica, 7 p.m.
Feb. 6
Glendale, 7 p.m.
Feb. 9
Canyons, 7 p.m.
Feb. 13
L.A. Valley, 7 p.m.
Feb. 16
Citrus, 7 p.m.
Feb. 22
West L.A., 7 p.m.
Mar. 2
State Tournament
Mar. 8
State Championship

Site
Bakersfield
Reedley
Bakersfield
Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Monterey
Bakersfield
Bakersfield
EL Cajon
Bakersfield
Glendale
Santa Clarita
Bakersfield
Bakersfield
Culver City
Santa Monica
Bakersfield
Bakersfield
Van Nuys
Citrus
Bakersfield
TBA
Conumes River

Entering her 18th season as Bakersfield College’s head coach and
coming off a 16-8 winning season,
Paula Dahl and the Bakersfield College Renegades look to defend their
Western State Conference championship with bigger expectations in
terms of competing.
“My biggest expectation is that
we’ll be competitive in all the games
that we’re playing,” said Dahl.
“I want the teams that we’ve competed against to know that they’ve
had a hard game against us,” Dahl
said about her expectations from the
team.
She also talked about her team’s
aggressiveness and how they compete hard against each other in practice.
She talked about how she’s very
anxious to see them play because
she’s been very pleased with how
they’ve played in practice, and
wants to see how they can generate
their hard work against opposing
teams.
“We don’t have as much height as
we had last year, but we got some
really aggressive kids that are willing to get after it,” said Dahl.
BC has four key returning players
from last year, who helped lead the
team win its first conference championship last season.
Guard Haley Huntington averaged 8.9 points and 1.3 steals per
game. Also, guard Emilee Parks

was the team’s fourth leading scorer
with 10.7 points and 2.0 steals per
game.
Forward Brittney Smith was the
team’s second leading scorer with
12.6 points and 5.9 rebounds per
game and she was also an all conference player.
Guard Andrea Harris averaged
3.1 points and 3.5 rebounds for BC
last year.
Dahl also talked about two freshmen players who she was really
impressed with for this upcoming
season.
“Khiylah Dean, who is a feisty
point guard, she’s really quick and
makes a lot of different things happen,” she said about Dean’s ability.
Dahl also mentioned freshman
forward Mackenzie Odle, who is a
North High School graduate and an
inside player who has played very
well in practice.
“She’s aggressive, great nose for
the ball and in practice she’s leading
our team. As far as we do stats based
on positive things versus negative,
she’s leading the team there,” Dahl
said.
Dahl is seeking a second straight
conference championship and is
very confident in her team’s ability
to build off their championship run
from last year.
BC is scheduled to open its season
at home on Nov. 8 against Cabrillo
College. The Renegades are scheduled to play in several tournaments
throughout the state in November
and December.

BC golf team enjoy having small team Women’s
By Martin Chang
Opinions and Features Editor
Most golf teams have six or
seven players, but this year’s
Bakersfield College women’s
golf team has found a close
bond in its smaller size.
Returning player Andrea
Marquez feels she can be closer
with a team she is not competing with.
“I think it’s great, I’m really grateful [we have a smaller
team,”] she said. “ Some of
the teams that are bigger, they
have to compete in these spots
to play in these tournaments.
So luckily, as a smaller team
we don’t have to do that. It’s
nice because we don’t have
that inner-team rivalry. We all
get along really well. We’ve
all been the normal college age
and we can relate to one another, and have.”
Bob Paillet, the coach of the
team, believes that competition
inside of a team has its benefits.
“Not that our girls aren’t trying, but I think if you are fighting for a spot you might try a
little harder, you might practice
a little harder,” he said. “Competition is good.”
Chelsey Roberts, a freshman
player who is returning to golf
after playing in high school,
also feels the close nature of a
smaller team and feels that it
has helped her game.
“Our team is actually really
close and we all get along really well,” she said. “ The games
all mental, and one thing that’s
good is that since our team’s so
small and we’re all really close,
you have your other team on
the course and we see each
other.”
Marquez also feels her game
has improved because of her relationship with her teammates.
“I’ve improved so much
from last year, I think it’s because I’ve been able to relax

WSC Finals | BC golf qualifies
one golfer to Regionals.

By Esteban Ramirez
Sports Editor
The Bakersfield College women’s golf team was able to qualify one golfer to Regional at the
Western State Conference Finals
on Oct. 28-29.
Chelsey Roberts qualified to
Regionals with a score of 175.
Andrea Marquez just missed out
on Regionals by three strokes.

more than last year, most of that
has been because of my teammates,” she said. “A lot of the
times I’ve struggled and they’ve
helped me in many ways. Even
outside of golf they’ve been
able to help me for when I’ve
had personal problems or stuff
in school where I get stressed
out. That close knit is what has
been helping us the most. I’ve
been close with everybody and
you know, some days one can’t
help me but another one can.
We are very, very different, but
for me, I’ve been able to use
those differences to help me in
a different way.”
The players also have fun off
of the field.
“Some teams that aren’t
close get really competitive
with each other on the team
and when you play in a tournament you play golf for like five
hours,” Roberts said. “Then you
have all the time you have to
spend with your team after the
tournament and the next day,
so your spending a lot of time
with your team. When you get
along with them, it’s easier to
just have fun.We enjoy hanging
out with each other. At practice
I don’t think our team has ever
been mad at another person.”
“The most memorable thing
about this year is just how much
closer and nicer it has been. To
have a team I can get along with
at practice and also outside of
practice, I think that’s been the
nicest thing,” Marquez said.
Marquez shares some of
these moments.
“On some trips, those are the
times that we really get to bond
more. Like in the hotel rooms,
at team dinners, after tournaments, on the van rides, that’s
what’s been nice. Just how
we crack jokes and hang out,
and be able to talk about our
golf games, but we also move
on and talk about other stuff,
whether its school, or news or
whatever.”
She ended with 184.
“I’m very pleased with our effort, said BC coach Bob Paillet.
“Every girl gave it her all, and
Chelsey played well under pressure.”
BC also placed fourth in the
final regular season Western
State Conference tournament on
Oct. 22.
BC finished with a score of
398. Glendale College took first
with 323, College of the Canyons
took second with 326, Santa Barbara City College took third with

team qualifies
for Regionals
By Nestor Fernandez
Reporter
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Chelsey Roberts, freshman, moments after she strikes the
ball at the first day of the WSC Finals on Oct. 28. Roberts
qualified for the Regionals that are on Nov. 5-6 by shooting
a 175.
370 and Citrus ended up in last
with 411.
Chelsey Roberts led the way
for BC with a score of 93. Melissa Lopez scored a 99, Andrea
Marquez scored a 100 and Taylor
Kurtz scored a 111. According to
BC coach Bob Paillet, Cambria
Ulrich is no longer on the team
due to a personal choice.
The tournament originally was
going to be at Stockdale Country
Club, but another person offered
to pay the country club for that
date, and since BC was going

to play there for free, they got
bumped.
They relocated the tournament
to be held at Tierra Rejeda in
Simi Valley.
“I thought we could’ve done
better,” said Paillet. “When we
go to some of these golf courses
down in L.A., they’re very hilly,
so we don’t have time to practice
on these types of courses because
all of ours are all flat here.”
The Regionals are scheduled
to be on Nov. 5-6, but the site has
yet to be announced.

The Western State Conference finals were held at Leadbetter Beach/Shoreline Park in
Santa Barbara on Oct. 23, and
the Bakersfield College crosscountry women’s team finished
fifth in the 5k run among 13
schools.
That result meant that the
BC women qualified as a team
for the Southern California
Regionals that will be held in
Costa Mesa on Nov. 3.
The Renegades women finished with an overall time of
1:58:23.13, an average time
of 23:40.63, and a total points
count of 147.
The top BC runner was Moriah Milwee, who finished 19th
in 22:39.39.
Kristen Tapia of BC came
in the 30th spot at 23:47.19,
Lizette Sanchez placed 33rd
in 23:52.56, and Orieth Rodriguez place 35th in 23:59.11.
In the 4-mile race, the BC
men finished in the seventh
spot and just missed qualification as a team.
They still have a chance
of getting in with an at-large
berth.
Their overall time was
2:07:14.19, an average time of
25:26.84, and 176 points.
The Renegades men still
placed their top four runners as
individual qualifiers, however.
The top BC male athlete was
Davis Loustalot in the 34th spot
at 24:50.90, Eduardo Garcia in

the 43rd spot at 25:20.10, Misael Herrera at 46th in 25:25.20,
and Michael Shaffer 47th in
25:37.56.
Considering what was at
stake, and the existing adverse
conditions of the race, BC assistant coach David Frickel
was pleased.
“Everybody ran as well as
they could, the course was
pretty tough, the weather conditions were tough, the wind
was like 30 to 40 mph,” said
Frickel.
“It was close to the ocean, so
it was pretty brutal out there. I
thought the kids did a great job
performing yesterday.
“We had a big breakthrough.
Kristen Tapia had an awesome
race, and she finished second
on our team, so she did a wonderful job that really helped
us.”
Glendale College won both
the men’s 4-mile run, and the
women’s 5k run.
In the men’s race, they finished with an overall time of
1:53:59.03, an average time of
22:47.81, and 24 points.
The women ran an overall
of 1:46:57.03, an average of
21:23.41, and 38 points.
Angel Alcantar of L.A. Valley was the top male finisher, as
he ran the 4-mile in 22:22.97.
Grace Graham-Zamudio of
Glendale was the top female in
the 5k, finishing in 19:54.28.
At the Southern California
Regional, BC runners will try
to qualify for the state meet
Nov. 17 in Fresno.
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Halloween
decorating a
tradition for
many
By Nashay Matthews
Reporter
Halloween, the holiday that
kicks off the fall season, gets the
community excited about decorating their homes in order to
show off their holiday spirit.
Adam Rodriquez, 38, said
that he and his family make their
home into a haunted house every
year, but could not this year because of time restrictions. Halloween is the only holiday that
he and his family decorate for.
“It started when we moved to
our neighborhood about 10 years
ago,” said Rodriquez. “None of
our neighbors decorated or did
anything for Halloween and my
kids were really disappointed.
Halloween is really a time for
families to get together and have
fun and for kids to just be kids.”
Rodriquez said that he builds
a lot of the decorations including an electric chair, a casket and
tombstones.
“Saying that we decorate for
Halloween is an understatement,” said Rodriquez while
laughing. “The reason we don’t
decorate for any other holiday is
because it would take away from
our Halloween decorations.”
Jeanie McDonald, 70, resides
in the southwest part of town
and said that she decorates every
year and said she has done so her
entire life.
McDonald said that each year
she tries to pick a theme for her
yard and gives herself a budget
to buy new decorations. At the
same time she donates some
of the old ones to thrift stores
to create space in her garage to
store the new decorations once
Halloween is over.
“It was always a tradition in
my home for the family to get together to put up all of the decorations, and mother was really into
it so I guess that’s why I am so
into Halloween,” said McDonald.
“Halloween has always been
my favorite holiday and always
will be. My best memories growing up are from Halloween. It always makes me sort of sad when
Halloween comes to an end.”
Even people that live in an
apartment decorate, not allowing
the limited space stop them. Jessica Coble, 23, said that holiday
spirit is part of her nature.
“Even though I have a very
small apartment, I decorate it
as much as I can,” said Coble.
“You can’t let limited space ruin
your holiday spirit. I decorate for
every holiday but I especially
love decorating for Halloween,
because through skilled arts and
crafts I can make a lot of my own
decorations very easily and at an
affordable price.”
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Talladega frightens again
By Ruben Perez
Reporter
Bakersfield’s only haunted
attraction Talladega Frights returns with a vengeance to scare
local residents.
Owner Mike Wilbur started
Talladega Frights at his own
house and ran it there for a few
years before having to move to
a larger location.
“We had to close neighborhood streets down to accommodate the hour and two hour
lines,” said Wilbur.
They were able to work with
North of the River parks and
move to the Fruitvale Norris
Park and when they outgrew
that location came to their current spot on Rosedale Highway,

which is also owned by NOR.
Every year they continue to
get bigger and add more attractions. At the Rosedale location
they were able to add more family friendly attractions.
“We added a corn maze and
pumpkin patch, things where
families could come out and
have a good Halloween experience,” said Wilbur.
The family friendliness is
what brought out the Oxley’s
and their kids.
“Well we saw all the security
and thought this would be a better alternative to watching movies,” said Terry Oxley.
This is the second year the
Oxley’s have brought their kids.
Most of the staff is volunteers
and of the volunteer staff most

of them are returning members.
“We’ve become like a family
and some of our members hang
out even when it’s not Halloween,” said Wilbur.
Family friendliness aside,
the main attractions are still the
haunted houses. This year the
haunted houses are themed as
an insane asylum and the smaller house is fun house themed.
Chloe Flores, 12, went with
friends through the haunted
house. “If you’re holding onto
someone then it’s not really that
scary. I was in the middle and
there was a girl we didn’t even
know and my head was buried
in her neck the whole time.
“Even if you don’t look it’s
still very scary,” said Flores.
Talladega, with its haunted
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An actor chases guests at Talladega Frights with a prop
chainsaw.
houses, mazes, and family attractions, not only plans to continue
adding, but will also be moving
to a larger location.
“We’ve outgrown this 20 acres
already and we’re looking at
more of a 40 acre spot where we

can keep expanding and growing
and bringing new attractions,”
said Wilbur.
Talladega Frights will also be
staying open until Nov. 4 this
year since Halloween happens to
fall on a Wednesday.

Talladega Frights owner, Mike Wilbur, as one of the fright clowns attempts to frighten attendees by telling the story of his smile.

Students give tips on Halloween makeup
By Hannah Breeland
Reporter
Students from the Marinello
School of Beauty gave their
input on this year’s beauty fads
and shared helpful tips to perfecting a Halloween costume.
Cosmetology student and
former Bakersfield College
student, Corrinna McCullough,
shared what she has been doing
for clients this Halloween season, including pixie and asymmetrical hair cuts as well as hair
extensions.
“People who really want to
get into their character by coloring their hair should be careful,”

McCullough said. “If you only
want to have your hair temporarily colored, look for containers that are labeled semi or
temporary.
“For a more permanent color,
I think it’s best if you get it done
by someone who knows what
they’re doing.”
McCullough believes her creativity with cosmetology comes
from everything around her.
“I draw inspiration from song
titles, lyrics, and get ideas from
what I see and hear,” she said,
giving an example of a recent
client. “She wasn’t sure what
she wanted but was going for
a fairy theme, so I drew from

‘Good Girls Go Bad’ from Cobra Starship.”
The look involved shorter hair
and using light and dark eye
shadow.
“This year it seems pretty is in
and gory is out,” she said.
Cosmetology student Esmeralda Botello also gave her personal tips.
“We had a Halloween contest
and I was struggling to find an
idea,” said Botello.
“I didn’t have the products I
needed and I wanted to go with
a zombie-type theme.
“I remember as a little kid
playing with glue and how it
would dry on my skin and I

would have to peal it off. That
gave me the inspiration to use
Elmer’s Glue as dead skin.
“You apply the glue to your
skin. Pick at the edges and put
red eye shadow in the middle
to give it that open wound look.
Put dark colors around it gray or
black, whatever you think will
look good.
“If you wanted to make boils,
an easy way is to mix oatmeal
with glue, cover it with a dark
eye shadow, or possibly nail polish if you want to get creative.
Then just glue it on.
“The only problem I’ve had
with that is, if I make it too big
then I had to use more glue or

repeatedly glue it back on.”
Botello described how she
gave a client with acrylic nails a
special manicure for her witchthemed look.
“I used nail clippers and cut
the nails so they look jagged,”
she said.
“Then [I applied] dark nail
polish and red on the tips. That
turned out really well,” said Botello.
Manicurists at Marinello can
do many different designs and
a lot of them can be made into
a Halloween theme, including
Minnie and Mickey mouse, ladybugs, and characters from
‘The Avengers.”

